Admissions On Diversity
by Marie Ciccia and Karen Peterson
¦¦: The^ ECHO has interviewed some
members stated that 74.percent of the class is from New
of aie.Qoiby
A&riissipns
department
about the England. Only six freshmen are from foreign
of
(iiye^ity our student body. The Admissions countries. 'Over two-thirds of Colby 's total
system playis a major role in determining the student bodyis from New England.
,;r_iture of/bur student population. '^
When questioned about the discrepency
The : Admissions ^jDepartment does not between the Catalogue statement and the
operate with any formal written"" policy, ac- actual lack of geographical diversity, Carroll,
cording to Hairy * Carroll- ' Director of -who has held his position for 15"years, said:
Admissions, other than the paragraph hi the "We haven't as yet taken inferior students
Colby Cataloguethat says:J j
siniply to get, diverse geography.
- 'The College actively seeks applicants who Traditionally, the largest volume of our aphave special qualities or talents to contribute plicant pool is from New England. We have
to the Colby community, as well as those who offered admissions to other students — they
represent diverse geographical; racial and don't wantj it. PerhapsJ this is due to the
economic backgrounds. Such candidates are distance factor or other options open to .the
expected to: be.within acceptable ranges of students. Another reason for the lack of
.-¦ - , geographical diversity is that we^¦ haven't
academic ability and preparation."
, .
.'. Statistics on Colby's freshman class show a travelled abroad." N . '
[ > - .. -•
divergencefrom this policy goal , In terms of
(See Admissions on page two)
gepgraphic ydiversityV President Cotter ' has;

In vestment Responsibilities

Views Voiced In Open Forum

Professors Bowen and Mackenzie leading the first all campus Residential
Fbrum concerning American policy in Vietnam , held at ATO , Friday/ J
Photo by Frank Howell
October^?. See article on page three. /
developing countries; for example, in Chile.
Divestiture alone Will -not bring down the
South African government, but Bowen emphasized that as an educational institution, we
have "moral obligations" to fulfil]. He likened
our investments in ^South 'Africa "tb investments in what he deeriied to be "equally
immoral operations" such as "brothels or
drug dealing." .
,
Scot Lehigh pointed out that "the only issue
we should consider in this matter is how we
can best better the plight of the oppressed
South African." What is not an issue, Lehigh
noted, is the effect that divesting would have
on Colby's financial situation. The real
question that Colby must face, he said, is what
is the most effective means to actively benefit
blacks in South Africa - be lt divestiture, or
aggressively ''exploiting every opportunity
entitled us as a shareholder to affect any
positive change, regardless of how small."
( Lehigh was not speaking on behalf of the StuA, but as a concerned student.)
Several students emphasized the need to

band together with other colleges. These
students felt it was absolutely essential that
Colby not only divest, but also act bolitically
to affect change, "go public" with statements
condemning the South African regime.
One student, Shaun Sutner,. braised a
question as to the status of a petition that was
signed by a majority of the Colby community
last year. Teitenberg said that he was
unaware of this and stated that if .the petition
could be located, he would submit it to the
Committee for review.
Lucille, Zukowski said that anything Colby
can do to aid the South African blacks should
be done. She felt that by divesting we would
lose our influence. She said, /"Multinational
companies have adopted policies which are
the most beneficial to the blacks than any
other corporations that have been there." She
could not see the benefits of asking
multinationals to leave; robbing people of
job s that had given them "dignity, education,
and high salaries."
are ;- / ; : „ ; J ' .
• (See Investments on page three)
President Strider last spring. Neumann is Dr.
Dore's partner in Waterville. Nelson explains
"Dore 's leave didn't become approved until
after
the Board (of Trustees) met in their
by Lisa Ober
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according to Yvonne Knight, j Colby's, relationship, exists;j,Federal law deals,
r . ; ( ; ' y .. , j ; the college'is policy statement. /I v r , . ,, -\ , asked if I'd . be willing to help him. I said
Equal Employment Opportunity Officer; with this definition, of employee,
public
accounting
Affirmative Action sets firm standards for 'yes.'"
campus
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Earl Smith, the Dean of Students, says
J
propriety of this action.
J
j
.., Affirmative Action, according to Knight,. '(. dependent contractors. Knight explains/that One ,r.ule is that ali vacancies for new or "Dore is still officially the college physician,"
When Dore was on duty and wanted time off
relates/only ; to^ employees; of the school^ /y these people', are not subject to withhoiaing existing, staff positions be listed with- the
social ;security, and are !*riot .eligible ¦Maine Entnloyment Security Commissioni
ho
found a replacement. According to Smith,
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/Coij lrary to'Knlgfift''^Astatement,
T; - ' -PP. "can get whoever he feels is competent" to be
the school'*i h.' yaib-^school's$>Affirrnatiye i iiActipri';^jpbllcy>;^y p erformeawr an^academ^^
is • an inV I ;| ;;^bne1qif ^these ; rulbs j relate^to independent: v campus physician. However, she: adds that
Mfirmativc Action Policy does .rieritibh;^ini# *$er/lfle^
dependent; contractor*!Tho^ pollcy lclaims,;^ *^dependent contractor.f Smim states ; ''Knight p m ® ! ^
"the spirit of the law may be met, but the
Van contractors will be requir-jd to include _h'' *$& an^ authorityr-she must kriow.'^He explains ¦ ¦ Knight explains that !!no job descriptions or spirit of the program (Affirmative Action)
<*qualemployincht;bppw
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category a position, falls^undbr' exists: irthe / progra m ,/'whereby
- According to Carl Nelson, the Director of
(See Aff irmative Action page f ive)
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pbrson;for -whom services are performed has ^ 1 any " disparate - staffing
' and recruitment J Health .Sprylces, Neumann /.was hired by ;.- .
¦ ¦¦
¦
¦
An open forum of the Advisory Committee
was heibv
on Investment Responsibility
of on
Octobef ^iri Lovejoy loo; The purpose the
fbrum was to give members >fj the Colby,
community a chance to present their views oh
Colby 's holdingsiii South Africa, ^V *
According to Committee Chairperson Prof.
Tom Tietenberg, the committee is a presid-.
entially-appoirited body whose purpose is to
make recommendations to the Board of
Trustees regarding; the "moral aspects of
investments,: ' The committee only makes
recommendations; it is then up to the Board
of Trustees ' to make ; the final decisions
regarding school policy , y !
Because of the instituion of apartheid
( legal separation of races) in South. Africa,
many:colleges have dealt seriously with j the
moral question of holding stocks in companies
that operate there.
Various options are open to Colby regarding
handling of its stock
portfolio. Among these
¦" ' ' '

(1) Maintaining the,status
as is >y quo;
J. ,;.Colby, .vvquld
j
. j
keep the DOi^blip
(2) Non-expansion: - This would mean that"""*
Colby as a stock-holder: would vote for
allowing the company to remain in South
Africa without further expanding operations.
This would mean that in the long run, plant
facilities would depreciate without being
renewed or replaced.
|
(3) disengagement: This would mean' that
ColbyN would use its votes as a shareholder to
pressure American companies to leave South
Africa., J;.
(4) Divestiture - This would mean that Colby
would sell all the stocks of companies that
operate in South Africa, y
Professor Bowen began the discussion
stating that he saw ho other alternative than
complete divestiture immediately. He said *
the decision is one that must be made on
moral grounds. Bowen also said that similar
consideration must be made concerning
multinational Corporations ^in other
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The Executive Board of Stu-A expressed
concern at Monday's meeting about a reform
movement, that some members called the
''revolution," and its potential effect on Stu-A.
The reform group of 40 students" working
toward reform of the academic and social life
of Colby met,next door to Stu-A. Monday's
meeting was most eventful because of what
was not happening. . / Public Information Chairman Matt
Jonahue said that "the issues being talked
about in the next room are of obvious importance to a large number of students. Stu-A
has.jno. choice but to get involved and do
something. More people ^re attending that
neeting now than-have attended a Stu-A
Tieeting all year. At some point Stu-A might
ose its legitimacy as a voice of the student
Tody. " ¦/.

A.

A

^
Executive Chairman Scot Lehigh expressed
a different concern^ ''This is ayery'important
issue and the students have a right to nxake
their views known and present their proposals to the Administration. I think Stu-A should get
involved since this would legitimize the
movement in the eyes of the Administration. "
The Board then agreed to invite Phil Lee and

9 Admissions

(continued f r o m pa ge one)
Carroll also suggested that the financial
aspect would . be too great. He said, "The
structure of Colby's Financial Aid process
doesn't facilitate geography automatically."
Financial aid allocation is ': V\ to Maine
students; Vi to minorities; % to scholars; and
V4 to what is termed "peripheral aptitude":
students — those with special talents or
outstandingqualities (e.g., athletes).
Carroll went on to say that certain
limitations guarantee "a built-in homogeneity
— at least as far as economic background."
Some of the limitations stated were Colby's
liberal arts function; the size limitation and
commitment to keeping enrollment at 1600;
Colby's location — "We're in the wilds of
Maine," Carroll said; and the fact that twothirds of Colby's students are not being aided
financially by the school.
Carroll pointed to Bowdoin as a comparison
to Colby. Bowdoin has a slightly higher
percentage of students from outside New
England than Colby. He tried to show that we
are not alone in our lack of diversity, that a
similar school faced the same problem,
. Joan Alway, Assistant to the Dean of
Admissions, said "we're trying our damnedest to get that variety (that is discussed in
the Catalogue). I.think that when we admit
students, there is a lot of diversity,, but it
seems to disappear. It's there, I know, but it's
latent. Why do all the students adopt the same
protective covering when they come to Colby?
In .interviewing students I'v e seen them in;
volved in everything from re-building their
own cars to Chinese lessons, and pressing
.
dried flowers. " '
Alway agreed that on a superficial level
homogeneity is a drawback; but she said, "I
don't think you'll get a whole lot of diversity
here — the same typeof person is interested
in Colby. Wc seem to aUractJhe cheerleader,
captain-of-the^f ootbail-tearh types?'
J The minority population has got to be built
up, Alway said. But she felt this would be
difficult — "Foreign students need some good
r eason to come h ere, they need to feel comfortable here. What does Colby have to offer
them over any other school? The minorities
won 't come here because
of" the small
¦
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Dick Sihapi, the leaders of the reform group,:
to next week's Stu-A meeting. At riextweek's"
meeting the Board will; make a statement
about me specific proposals, Jy J y Jj r
In other business, Brerida Bowen and Eric
Ertman discussed Halloween weekend. 'Both
Board members expressed disappointment at
the turnout at some events. Bowen com- ; '
mented that ''there was.no alcohol at any of
the afternoon events. It almost seems that
( alcohol is necessary tojattract: -people."
Ertman expressed a similar,. concernj about
me relationship of alcohol to success.
Lehigh reported that the campus forum was
a success and looked fo-rward to next month's
forum. Becky Rogers noted that the Women's
Group made signs advertising/the forum but
some students expressed resentment at the
scare tactics. Rogers wanted the Board to
know that-the.Women's Group had no intention of scaring people, but- only to make
them aware of the problems. ^Bowen
responded that the signs were good because
"people must become more aware of the
dangers. More publicity should be given to
those types of incidents." ."j .jy
jy
minority population,'J
J
She also compared Colby to another school,
Dartmouth, saying "minorities are pretty
separate even at a school like Dartmouth.'' ;
• When asked how he would evaluate the
success of ..the ;admissions . process, Harry
Carroll said, '/Ask the faculty ;" Carroll did
not indicate any direct means for soliciting
department's
information
to evaluate
;
¦ ¦¦' • " ¦ his
¦' '¦ " •¦ ¦
''":¦
success. .
•

Harry Carroll , Director of Admissions *•/"
Carroll said, "The faculty has a good interchange with admissions. I love to hear
comments from the faculty. The real test is in
the classroom. Students must be able to
survive the classroom, and not have to grub
for grades. The students ' grades are our ¦only
,y , ¦..,.¦¦• .
tangible evidence ,"; y
When asked if academic success was the
on ly m easure'used to eva luate t h e a dmissions
process, Carroll said "'we look at the quality of
campus lif e to determine stu dents ' personal
growth.": , 1 ' . . ¦
"J
: , . . . ./ ''J .
And how is. the quality of campus lifeevaluated? "Well, we look at the numb er of
of
clubs and organizations on campus. Moist
¦
the students are involved."
vJjv ¦¦ ¦;. '
The number of clubs is the only evaluation
of a students j ('p ersona l experience" at
Colby? "I also hear alumni and graduates
come back and talk about their: Colby ex' a P::.y A\y .~-. : ", y.AP- - *' : ' yP.
perience.". ,p.yyaP
ir .
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Mayor LaVerdiereseeking reelection on November 6

LaVerdiere Seeks Re-election
by Lisa Hallee Republican incumbent Mayor Paul R. spend any "of our days training someone new
LaVerdiereA(Colby '59) , is_defending his office to lead bur city."
against the challenge of Democrat Albert
In his campaign, LaVerdiere is stressing
Mavrinac.
the benefits to be gained by the city of
•Contrary to Mavrinac's claim that Waterville Jhrough the -"continuity of
LaVerdiere's administration has
been a dedication,~service and experience" his re1
"disaster," the present Mayor claims that election would provide.
Municipal . Government here is "open,
Formerly Chairman of the Republican City
responsive, honest and effective."
Committee and a member of the Waterville
LaVerdiere sees the present "decade of Board of Education ( 1971-74), LaVerdiere
inflation, and of actual and threatened job presently is a Trustee of Unity College and a
loss" as the cause of tough -"demands being member of the Kennebec County CETA
placed on the middle income strata , our Program. Employed at the GJ1-M Agency in
senior citizens on fixed incomes, and those Waterville as an insurance agent, LaVerdiere
heading single parent households."
is chairman, of Canal Bank's Central Region
ifo response to the candidacy of Mavrinac , advisory "boa rd.and is a director of the Canal
who while being experienced in party politics Bank Corporation of Portland.
- has never held public office, LaVerdiere
LaVerdiere jmd his-wife, Charlene, have
stated his view that during these "difficult four-children,~three of whom are attending
and critical' years...we should not have to Waterville schools.

"1 read the ECHO every week," said
Carroll in response to a question concerning
the growing unrest y of students, In ex^
planation, he said'T don't think you're ever
going to find 160O students you askrthat are
happy, . passive, •"", and -secure ; with their
existences at Colby. In retrospect, most of our
students do stay here — we graduate . 75
percent of a class in four years — and most
seemi to have a fairly pleasant existence."
Carroll talked about the difficulties of
choosing,425 students out of 3,000 applicants.
"We're dealing with human beings here who
are in the process of growing, " stressed
j / ; [- 'P ;. . - J j V ¦> ¦ , -..;
' .Jy . '
Carroll. .
When asked what he searches for in a
prospective Colby student, Carroll said
"basicallyJwe are looking for someone who
can attend J Colby with , academic profit;
someone who is going to have a satisfactory
Jacademic and personal experience; "^ J
'How does«the • Admissions •staff go about
. finding this person?;According to CarroIl;>¦the
priorities for; admissions j are! first and
j foremost gradesy and class rank. Recommendations fromfriends , alumni *ari d in some
cases peers arelobked at next yJ/vJ-J- ; J
• J Carroll said /activities are nes;t Jin /line
followed by SAT scores , Last consideration;
accordi ng to Carroll, are Colby ''le^cies '' —
the sons . and , daughters, of . Colby j Aiumni!
Carroll says "all schools give legacies special
consideration ;'1 Alison Bielll, Assistailt'tb the
. Dean of Adjmissions; explained, that legacies
j - are feigned like anyotr^er:8pec^olihte_*es
'J :;tWhen ' r asl**edl '-rj i^
SAT's measured' a student's ability/ to db ' the
• Work at; Colbyy the. responses were 'rather
apologetic. Joan Alway, Assistant to the Dean
of Admissions aaid^ VSATte;arey the; only
¦ ¦ ¦ •f:- .Y ';• ';• ¦:. ¦¦' / ¦\\,;- *;;:;tf. *j.y. l '^ r^ 't - , -V.^^-J'' ' :>: ; ^^ yy .,y .
'
'

common denominator we have between all
students. They're a handy tool in this_sense;
but riot the end-all answer.".;
j/
J
Dean of StudentsJEarl Smith, a member of
me Admissions Committee, said of the SAT's,
"If their (a student's) verbal score is 200, you
kribw they can't make it at Colbyi But," hb
added; ''you cani' ietl it all by^h SAT score."
Carroll agreed with this response, saying that
extremely low scores are a definite negative
aspect/ J :- y ''j :y >c y JjJ.y: ^
Bielli brought up; the point that Admissions
would niore likely "take a good academic
record and lower • SAT scores, than the
reverse.'' But she, too, added that a person
w ith-Jextremely low scores ¦would have "a;;
tough time here,^ y J 'j/ y .. ';¦;' J y.j JjJ:J,j '
„ According lb Carroll, '(the ' interviews/with
prospective - students are riot utilized /in
selection. It is merely an informal exchange
for thestudent. ; J , J; y 'AA.A-:'AAAAP:>
However; Carroll admitted; -written reco
of the interview are kept; Carroll/said /'we
keep /written records of the interyiewi fcr eases , of / gross behavioral, aberra tions; r for
example,v if a studerit icame in drunk:to :an
interview; or f couidn'tjcarry; on a/coherent
conyersationi '^ j / /J j 'y :Jj,j y :/-JJJ; J A:•' J j <Ay,
Bielll stated that written records! are kept
''in case of conflict ^, to help us recall things :
about a student, if need be!" Both later added
that they look, for jsjpeclaiy; talents /arid';. accomplishmentsJthat could ; show; up in an in^
tervicwl/ j v^f AJ ' .#£} >%.y ;.-:P;\ liA-:P0-:APA ^
, jln thCifuture, Carroll sees changes inJtne
form/bf working najpder to of
m
( Colby y arid^areid-ofinihg ou
concluded that the Admissions process could
iuind/linprbvemeri^
u
ahUpbsslblyiinanclal aid/ J ,-: ' ;¦ ' ;' j aA P ^ P %
1
'¦'T .i.n.s.1.' » ii- .tV: . ' ¦• ' '. ''.'¦', '. ' ¦.'.. ¦^• -'¦ ' ( • ¦(¦.r - l' * . ¦;,.. - ; ;:,i i .; ';¦ " . ¦ ¦' ', J , ',•'.,-;.., ;'(i
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Anonymous Notes Threaten Student
_ bv Phil Lee
A series of anonymous sexist and racist
threatening. Leading up to last weekend, they
said things ,- like "countdown begins, "
threats-on the life of Debra Nelson have
forced the Colby sophomore to move out of her
"Nigger I want you," and "Niggress beware
dorm and into the infirmary for her own
at all times."
safety.
Last weekend two notes appeared on her
<.
Nelson, who lived in Dana, says that
door, one saying "I will get you tonight" and
threatening and obscene notes have been
the other saying "you black Niggress bitch I
appearing jon her door since the*last week in
will have you, f— you, tear you and then kill
you. Niggress die."
September.
-In early October, she was assaulted in
A friend of Nelson's called Dean of Housing
Janice Seitzinger and Seitzinger moved
Dana, but-she says she does not know if the
Nelson to the infirmary. Nelson said that
-assault had any connection with the notes or
was racially motivated. ~
Dean Smith, who was also called, said "The
most important thing right now was to make
At that point, because of the assault, the
Colby Administration and Waterville Police
sure I was safe. "
_ Nelson.praised her jriends, Janice Seitlearned about the notes.
zinger and Security for their concern and help.
The notes continued after the assault and
Nelson went to the Administration. She says,
She said her friends "have.really been terrific
in terms of moral support and just being
'The ^Administration advised hie to. take the
memo board dbwri,"which she/did. ft
there when I need them ," y
The Waterville police have taken Nelson's
After taking down^the' '" memo board, "I
room
door for their investigation. J j
started getting nptes written
on
the
door
it¦
This is Nelson's second stay in the inself ,"saidNelsori. '-P ; - ¦< ¦ ¦ J-/ '
firmary, the first time being after she was
Nelson said the notes, which appeared on or
assaulted. Nelson says she has been advised
near /weekends; got J progressively more
¦
fogbribwhere alorie.-

: l_avestmeiit
"?
(continuedjwm page one)

gain leverage. He feels that holding stocks is
totally immoral.
Bowen countered Tietenberg's comments
Professor Patrick Brancaccio stressed that
with
the question of ''How can we make a
not
a
social
more,
apartheid is ajiega! order *
and that any multinational corporation must corporation Irhbre moral'?" Even if working
conditions .are improved,, this does not mean
adhere to that law. This separates the South
that; the system of apartheid has been
African situation; from other situations that
might be considered immoral, such as Chile./ eradicated. He felt that we were attackingthe
Brancaccio went on tbisay that we should not: symptoms and not the cause of the problem of
the blacks in ; South Africa, He noted that
divest because we thiiik;we will bring down
corporations
which!improved the lot of the
>We
should
goyermnent.
the South African
blacks continued to pay taxes to the goverinstead base ¦our/course of/action on moral
nment - a government which, he claimed,
grounds. ¦:¦ " ' " ' '" ' 'J . ^ "'. y'
could use the money for niititarily enforcing
Jeremy Beale, a student member of the
apartheid, hi other words, corporations can
Committee, said' he feels that rthere is no
get rid of petty apartheid, (i.e. improve job
chance for stockholder votes to accomplish
disengagement:and only a moral statement conditions and integrate facilities) but grand
could be made ; He rioted that this would not apartheid is still the law. He reemphasized
have any "practical" effect: He feels that that this was not an economic issue but a
there isno chance the whites would ever allow moral one - one that we must take a stand on,
themselves to " be governed j by) the black even though conditions will get worse before
yy
majority arid the inevitable solution may be they get better
Professor
McArthur
pointed
out
that there
that
Colby
feels
Beale
case,
any
civiiwar. In
seemed to be two possible courses of action
support the Blacks iii South:
must '-morally
Africa;J h -P ' - j V v - -J ' "j 'J Jj Py-, . . y ' ;! for Colby to follow: the pessimistic and the
Professor Lee Feigbn stated that optimistic. The pessimistic view is that we
divestiturewas the yefy/least that Colby could feel there is nothing we can do to help by
do and ,that steps were needed going beyond holding stocks J and therefore public
that, e.g; political pressure or public divesatiture is in order. The optimistic
viewpoint, on the other hand, would set a
"dehouricemerit of apartheid.
It was rioted that 50 percent of institutional timetable, perhaps a maximum of two
holders of General Motors stock make up only years, in which if no major gains were made
six per cent of total shareholder equity. This by stockholder action, we must divest.
He felt that we need a "clearer cr iter ion to
Could mean mat collectiveshareholder action
judge
the corporations that the Sullivan
carry
not
would
as
Colby
by irisitutions such
.
financial clouty although divestiture coupled principles.!' (The controversial Sullivan
by Rev. Leon H.
wim/public denouricemeht may have strong principles were developed
J
on the Blacks In Sullivan in 1OT8 and refer to" equal empositive psychblbgical effects
¦
¦
'
'
'
'
¦
'
'
'
South Africa; . . : J- -' :- — ' P *: .''*:. ' / % ' < •"' "• ploymentpractices for U.S.firms opera ting in
Tietehberg suggested, to th e 'audience that South Africa. The Sullivan principles cari be
divestiture could be .seen;by many as the used as a yardstick to judge the actions of
"least mofai" action. He felt that'others corporations in South/Africa and many firms
;
might view divestiture as a way; of, losing actively endorse theseprinciples^
The meeting cam e to a close wi th remar ks
leverage arid that by making each stockholder
¦meeting a "painf ul exper ience ," we can k eep that Colby is not alone in its str uggle tb malte
^
tlie pressure pri Ariiericaricorporations to act a decision in tills very volatile and important
:
"more morally;'' 'A'ly. P'PP 'P " ::p P "' AP ./. issue. Several other colleges and universities
J Brahcaccio stressed tiiat divestiture is not have b een cons ider ing or have already b egun
'' total arid-or selective divestiture. The forurri
"merely washingbu r hands of the problem,
but rather ¦:; a Velearer, " quicker^ and .more showed that Colby is concerned about the
effective messageV' than using bur stocks to issue of human rights iii South Africa; •

JJ ; Professor Mackenzie at ATO Forum

Photo by Frank Howell

Vietnam Fbrum AHit
byIngrid MacFarlane
tlie first of the Residential Forum topics was
presented to a standing-room-only crowd
Friday night at ATO. Professor Cal
Mackenzie, // assisted by Professors Roger
Bowen and Chip Hauss addressed the issue of
"American Policy in Vietnam, How Did It
Happen?" - J~
Bowen opened the discussion, outlining the
historical factors leading to United States
involvement in the war. Mackenzie then
explained the three most developed theories
concerning why '' a big country like the U.S.
ended up hia stinking war in Vietnam for ten
¦: , ..
years." J . .
j. .;
The first explainained was the Quagmire
theory, a belief mat no one is actually to
blame. Our involvement was a step by step
process, each step demanding increased
support of commitments. Everyone involved
seemed to be doing what; they thought best,
giving rise to what proved to be an "immaculate deception."
Mackenzie relayed a second theory commonly tagged, "the system worked." The
Vietnam war was initially a popular war with
the American people who "felt it vital not to
lose South.Vietnam to the Communists." U.S.

JOEY P; JOSEPH
for
CITY COUNCIL
Ward 3

policy was, ihen, a reflection of popular U.S.
sentiment.
J The third theory explained was that of
"staieriiation," a_ phrase coined by Daniel
Ellsberg. The USi" stalemated itself , not
wanting to lose South Vietnam, yet also
avoiding anything which might disrupt the
peace of life in the U.S. As far as the
American public was concerned, "stalemate
was okay." ¦
Discussion took off from these three points,
with both the faculty and the students expressing strong opinions.
Bowen communicated his belief that the
"United States is perhaps the most parochial,
narrow minded of governments," while
Mackenzie revealed his concern that "if the
system worked, God save us from the
; system." <
The more than " two hours of discussion
concluded with enthusiasm for this and future
Residential Forums, MacKenzie said he was
" "overwhelrned" by the attendance, while
Bow en comm ented, "This is terrific,"
congratulating Cal and his cohorts on getting
this going. The" next forum has yet to be announced.

"EAR ^R.ENDS:
The decade of the 1980's is upon us bringing
with it many questions about the future of the city of
Waterville. I (eel that'I can contribute to the solutions of these problems. This Is why I'm running for
City Council. Together we con solve these problems
because city government should serve you.
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Paid by the Colby College S,pa

Compiled by Mark Labdon
to a close examination of the candidates 'arid
their philosophies of government and/their
recorj dsof accomplishment;" j ; ' j
Nuke Protestors Fail
A Kennedy spokesmari;; says the Senator
plans to enter all 35 presidential priinaries.
Draft Kennedy organizations P around j the
To Stop Exchange
country have been asked to close operations.
Police arrested 1,045 of the anti-nuclear
demonstrators who tried to close the New
York Stock Exchange last Tuesday.
The non-yiolent protest , aimed at firms
financing the nuclear industry, was planned
South Korean
to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the
great stock market crash.
President Slain
Analysts said light trading might have been
partly due to the demonstration, although the
Dow Jones average hitting a loW- for the year
The South Korean government announced
last Thursday might also account f o r caution
that Park Chuung-heewas shot Friday night as
by investors.
the result of a plot by the chief of the/Korean
Central Intelligence Agency.
: J:
According to ah official report, KCIA head,
Kim Jae-kyu, gunned down /the 62 year old
Park because he believed he would be fired.
Four of Park's bodyguardswere also killed by
agents while waiting in a room near the
Kennedy To Announce KCIA
one Park and Kim were dining in. - / - :The country has been placed under martial
On November- 7, Senator Edward M.law, and Premier Choi Kyu-hah is .acting
Kennedy will announce his candidacy for the president. The government denies , that the
1980 Democratic Presidential nomination, in
shootings were part of a coup. .
Boston.Political opponents of Park's strong-man
Jody Powell, President Carter 's press
regime mourned him publicly, warning North
secretary, said of Kennedy 's decision : "We
Korea to avoid military aggression during the
look forward to an interesting campaign and
transition period.

Professor ' Robert Spaethling, Gannett Lecturer

"Moizart AMQ6etli6

' by Catie Fulton
Professor Robert SpaethJing spoke at the
Guy P. Gannett lecture, held on Wednesday,
October 24; Vice-chancellor J for academic
affairs,. as well as a professor of German
Literature at:-the;University of Mass. in
Boston, Spaethling - has done extensive
research into ¦ the topic of the lecture, 'Mozart
and Goethe.' . - . . . Spaethling - referred - to the . ; relationship
between the late 18th century musicians as "a
One-sided relationship from Goethe to Mozart
only." He went on to explain the process of
Goethe's relationship to Mozart's music, each
step increasing Goethe's affinity toward

Safely At Colby Subj ect Of
A Student Association and Women's Group
sponsored open campus forum on safety at
Colby was held Monday night - in Given
*
Auditorium.
Increased concerns over personal safety
threats prompted the organized discussion. A
panel comprised of Dean of Students Earl
Smith, Dean of Housing Jariice/ 'Seitziriger,;
Chief of Security Jeff Gordon; Director "-of "
Roberts Union Becky Rogers and Student
Marshal Al Matthews addressed the issues./ j
Dean Smith spoke first , stressing the
unrecognized importance of safety at Colby,
Said Smith, "We're easily lulled into a false
sense of security because we're in a beautiful
place in a beautiful part of the country. We
can't think that, since we are on Mayflower
Hill that we arefree from concerns of safety."

r

WOMEN'S SAFETY '

¦
. PRECAUTIONS:- . .- ,
Keep doors locked (rooms, outside dorm
doors, car doors )
Walk in lighted areas only
Jog in pairs
.. ,,. '.,,
..' , .
Learn self-defense techniques
Use the Jitney for transportation; only
accept rides from people you know
Use the> locker room when others arepresent
Use Colby escort service at night if you are
unable to walk with a friend, dial "0"
Report suspicious persons (x347)
Report license plate numbers (x347)
WHAT TO DO: (if assaulted or accosted)
Get to safety (e.g. dorm .Health Center)
Call 347 as soon as possible or have a friend
call for you
- '• ¦••• - •' • ' ¦'
Describe where you are and a security
officer and woman counselor will respond;to
your call. Your feelings arid confidentiality
will be respected;
Do not wash, shower or ch an ge clothes, if
you have been sexually assaulted
/Remember that speed in reporting an
assault assists in apprehending the assailant
¦ 'U
,and preventing further attacks.

Ph oto by Frank Howell

Mozart as the "supreme representative of
culture."
Evidently, it was highly uncharacteristic of
Goethe to praise, inuch less idolize another,
but upon seeing a 7-year old Mozart play a
concert on a piano covered with cloth,
Goethe's
admiration developed. J .< ;/
¦"¦
. Spaethling further remarked that Gpethe
found Mozart's music "too beautiful for our
ears; and with far too many notes." The fact
that Goethe . respected Mozart's heavy orchestration; despite Goethe's own simpler
tastes, gives evidence to the professor's
conclusion that the musicians sire "Two ofthe
: -y y;
greatest musicians of all time;v

by Ingrid Macfarlane
Smith explained the problems with campus locker room during less busy hours. The fielded a variety of additional student conlighting, cagetorizing . the problems as second was installing a buzzer system which, cerns. One was a concerri. over what perfollows : (1) deficiencies in the current if triggered, sets off an alarm at the field centage of 'incidents' were Colby students
system, pertaining to available lighting not in house's front desk and in the coaches! offices. harassing Colby students. Dean Smith aduse either because of vandalism or expired A third measure was Director of Athletics dressed this question. "The kind, of things
parts, (2) the establishment of new lights Richard v -IcGee 's recommendation that that happen along the loop and in the
where necessary lighting is lacking, arid (3) "I.D. 's only "admission into the fieldhouse be fieldhouse...that isn!t the kind of harassment
;:
, ^ J
that comes from a Colby student. " He did add
the/repkicemerit off temporary lights with more strict,
'
,
Rogers also explained the newly formed that "We have had peeeping toms that have
^permanent lights-- more difficult than it
-y ;•:jy.
sounds because Colby's underground wiring , Women/s Security Task r Force, j b - group turned out to be Colby students. "
, Another student was concerned about
jsystem.;?^Accbrdirig^to Dean . Smith, these oriented toward reviewing the security of
Colby women, and responsible for the recent rapidly spread rumors because of a lack of
problems arbreceivirig attention.
information. / Smith's resp onse was that
Dean Seitzinger explained additional'new posting-bf safety precaution signs; ,' Pi
Jeff Gordon explained his security force of "anyone who wants clarification may ask, but
safety precautions, pertinent to dorm safety,
The older dorms have had tbeir. outer/door seven men , identifiablei by uniforin, and their we won't identify people for obvious reasons. "
Student comments brought . to the : fore
locks replaced'with hardware similar Ito the function in cori]uhctibh with student rriarother
possible security measures of which the
officers
are
on
general
security
New Dorms' locks. A door unlocked by a shals. The
resident's key. relocks as the door closes. patrol around campus, responding to panel was less aware. One was the need for an
Seitzinger commented that the problem exists emergency calls transmitted by the swit- additional buzzer deep in the women's locker
of room (near;- .the showers), where an/assault is
with students rigging doors open for keyless chboard, and investigating anything
¦' •'" . ¦"'' ¦"• :¦< ' ¦ '•"' more likely. Another: was the fact that Fossnon-residents ,.leaving doors open to? not-so- "suspiCfous riaturei" ; J1
.' '
The student marshals are identified by Wootlman fire exits; are always unldcked,
friendly rion-residerite.''This1 is a prbblem fbr
., ' ; ) / ;
j
j
;
yellow ''jackets 'and have two primary func- apparently unlockable;
security." '/ ; i jo ^vrV' -^ iJJ Jf '0 « J '^
Aii additional
suggestion Was /increased
Seitzinger also explained that I.D,,badges tions. One is marshaling the/ fieldhouseyerif
the road
behind Averill, leading
is
lighting
serving
a
fire
tranc(e,J
as
anl
the^bther
,
with pictures are going to be required of all B
^
& G arid food service personnelJ Added the watch. ;;_tulent marshal Al Matthews , stated from ; the Quad to me New Dorms. A fourth
Dean, /'We need ; you to/report ; suspicious that while, "our ma in purpose is th e. fire stu dent recommend at ion was pu blicat ion of
looking people and to challenge those people," watch,^looking , out for fire hazards,arid ob- security 's i escort service, which is provided
In addition to th ese measures, dorms are stacles blocking fire doorp, " he also, "keeps to anyone fearing a solo journey. •
The forum concluded with the hope that
being more closely; patrolled by security of- an eye put for shady characters." yHe added,
additional
light was shed on the Safety at
trjese
h
owever
our
,job
is
n.ot/.p
confront
,
t
h
at'
'
ficers and student marshals. ; ^ .iA^hy.on
Becky Rogers cited f our steps tak en to people, but to report them arid let security¦¦ do Colby issue; , answering questions and
,' ,- ' ;
_ .' .:• stimulating new ones, ; ' .v
• ¦V '-ty ' v:;. ' '
increase locker roorh security . The first was the confronting."
p
ane
l
Opening the" floor_to questions, the
hirin g an atten d ant to oversee the women 's
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Joseph Seeks

• A Novel
Teaclier
by Phil Lee
Steven Bauer has joined the Colby English
, Department, bringing with him a variety of
interests and past, experiences ranging from
writing a novel to active involvement in the
anti-war movement.Bauer is particularly interested in modern
and contemporary American fiction and
poetry. His . favorite ''author is - Herman
Melville.
d0This semester he is teaching creative
writing and two freshman .composition
courses on "Images of the American
Family."
• < Bauer says he stresses tb 'his students "that
they have a responsibility to matter in a group
of 20 students." He says, "I think one of the
possibilities of a school like Colby is that
students' can have a kind of visibility. It's a
privelege to make yourself: known in the
world/' j : J j -JJ^ ,.. . -y ; J-:j *Jj J '
Bauer writes poetry himself and has been
published in The Nation, North American
Review, Massachusetts Re-view, and Chicago
. Review." '
^ Presently Bauer is finishing a: novel that
will come out next semester from Putnams.
-He says the novel, which has the working title
^_i Satyrday;; is ."an -animal fablej -an adult
fantasy which is also a political novel about
the clash between individual will and

Affirmative
•
. -. jj ' •?- r :
::

c*tlfa_fi

r
{continued f r o m page one) i/4^'
Dr. Dore will return to bis post of campus
physician/ ' in February. President COtter
explains, "we have hot heard from Dore that
he/has any plains for hot coining back here."
Cotter adds, "there was some talk that
eventually he XDore ) , might want to share his
responsibilities with doctors from Water'"' villej '-' but Cotter explains that this was just
. ¦¦> .¦;¦• ' ;
talk. J- yj -/jto". :.j' y- .-V. ' .Y-PP 'P
^According Nelson, it would be possible to
have,more than one doctor to "contribute to
health ,care" at Colby;; He adds, "we may
want to restructure/ consider other kinds of
physician coverage-this can't be deterrhined

; imtilDore is back,'J/

/ J : -J- j ' .

If a new doctor; is**engaged, Cotter explains
that he-she would be picked through a search
committee. >This .is ah adhoc committee
which performs.its specific use, researches,
proposes, and is discharged, j /
Legally, a search committee is not required
for an independent contractor position, but"
-school policy may suggest such a search . J
Janice Seitzinger, Associate/ Dean of
Students, explains it is "desirable if and when
Dr. Dore leaves„ t h ere is student input into his
' replacement.''' ¦:;. ¦ AA' P '' - :./ ./ ' ¦ ,Jj;.j ^
A.
"
Sniith adds, "I don't ionow if the College is
not obliged (to follow; Affirmative Action in
perhaps -we
-hiring the: campus physician)j
¦
would want to anyway.'!
Neumari says he "has/rib idea if anyone will
be hired to replace Dore," but "if Dr. bore
and the school want mo to come, I'd probablj*
come through appropriatecharinel-.' v
Colby's Affirmative Action policy will" be
changing soon, according to Knight. "We

¦

r

'. ,
\

I . .
1
^________ - ,
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Photo by Frank Howell

- Steve Bauer, English Department

"

tyranny;"
Bauer says the tyrant is "a great horned
owl who decides ;to rule the night by stealing
the moon from the sky "He added the novel is
also "about the choices we make in good
conscience which turn out to be mistaken and
which other people suffer for. "
Bauer,,who got his B.Ai from Trinity and an
M.F.A. in English from the University jof
Massachusetts, spent last year on Cape Cod
where he had a writer's fellowship from the
Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown.
Bauer said he also managed^ last year, to be
the "head' waiter at the Breadloaf Writers'
Conference, where I wore Edward Arlington
; :
Robinson's waistcoat."

Bauer, originally from New Jersey, is 31,
married,...and — as he puts it — "swears
frequentlyand smokes Camel Lights."
While attending Trinity, from 1966 to 1970,
Bauer was "very involved in the anti-war
movement" and worked in Eugene McCarthy's presidential campaign. In the spring of
1970 he was on one of the steering committees
— "just a group that was called together to
respond to the bombing of Cambodia " -—for
the national student strike;
From 1970 to 1972 Bauer taught at a "Free
School," "an alternative for maladjusted or
unadjusted kids;"- and managed a natural
foods restaurant in northern California. In
1972 he returned east to Massachusetts.

started procedure for revision, but thoughtwe
would wait for final revisionyuntil the new
President is on board." A new Affirmative
Action policy would- incorporate clianged
Federal regulations covering such areas as
maternity leaveand the handicapped.
She adds "when we revise the booklet, we
will discuss independent cbntractors."
Knight stresses the importance of national

searches for faculty and administration to
make sure thatwe" '.'don'tJust hire chumsj or
someone met at the last conference... we have
to make sure equal opportunities exist."

; ¦ : . - . J / '¦ ¦
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Toni Ftd erle
Public
• Record of Volunteer Work¦¦ In the
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Board Public,
• Participant/ In School
, r- .- ' '
J -- .Hearings /
• ..-' ;/•'- 'J' ,
¦ .' Mothor of Nine Children . .' '
' •
",/„ .;.'married to Albert "Buzz!' Federle J
Will Work For:" j J J
A Responsible School Management J
Quality In the CurriculumBOARD OF EDUCATION
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POLLING PLACE — KVVTI, OILMAN STREET
(OLD JUNIOR HIGH)

' Paid By Patricia A. Gorman
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. At Hannaford Bros . Co. we make you an unusual offer —
an outstandin g opportunit y for a fulfilling career in one of
the most beautiful areas of the countr y.
Some featur es we think you'll like are excellent career
~ opportunities in both food retailing and non-retailin g;
competitive salaries ; generous compensation and benefits packa ges; one of the top trainin g . programs in the
northeast; and the chance to live and work in Maine ,
Vermont and New Ham pshire . Interested? Our re presentatives will be on campus soon. Be sure and contact your
career plann ing counseling in the college placement
office for an appointment.
¦
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Joey Joseph is running for the Ward 3 seat
on the City Council in Waterville. His father
John runs the Colby College Spa.
Joseph, a Democrat, is competing against
Larry L'Heureux who presently ¦holds the
Ward 3 seat. Joseph states that his opponent
"has been voting the way he feels-not the way
the people feel" and claims that L'Heureux
has missed forty percent of the council
meetings since June.Joseph
supports the bottle bill
"wholeheartedly" and believes that it is an
important step in * maintaining Maine's
"largelyunspoiled environment."
The candidate views Colby as "an integral
part of Waterville life" and states that he
"would like to see Colby students appointed to
various,committeess in town government that
'
deal with Colby affairs. "
He explains that as a graduate of Waterville
High School, he "knows the ins and outs" of
the city school system. Joseph attended the
University of Maine at Orono where he was
president of the Young Democrats association and a member of Delta Tau Delta
Fraternity. He is currently attending night
school in Augusta to complete his degree in
Public Administration while he works at
Pullen Ford in Waterville.
His brother John M. Joseph; Jr. ispresently
serving as State Energy Director:*• '

MANNAFORD
CAREER

VOTE
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ReligiQus tif e^
Re-exaimne-d
by BethPhiewski

have more use of t he ch apel for act iv it ies to
further the overall lifeat Colby. ''
As an administrator the chaplain would
coor dinate religious act iv it ies on campus as
well as sche dule t h e, use of Jthe: chapel.
Prof essor Longstaf f stated hej"would like,to
have more use of the chapel for activities to
further the overall life at Colby."
As a sponsor of religious activities "of
broad campus appeal " Longstaff hopes the
chaplain will organize informal lectures and
discussions on religious services"and/ moral
issues. Programs of this type have already
started at Colby. On November 7 in the
chapel, Dr. Ernest W, Saunders of Northwestern University and Garrett Evangelical
.
f Theological Seminary w ill speak on "Form
and Faith in Byzantine Art." In January,
Pro f essors
Rohrman
and :AP Mavrinac
will lead a discussion on the Quakers after a
showing of the old Gary :Cooper film
"Friendly Persuasion."
In February
by Evan Jones
Professors Harris- and Basset will lead a
On Novem ber 6th Maine Voters w ill decide
discussion on the moral aspects of the film
According to Ed Gorham of the AFL-CIO,
on a bill that, if passed; will repeal the Forced
d
"Billy Budd." Longstaff hopes the program
which opposed the bill in 1976, t he Force
Deposit Law , or "Bottle Bill." This bill Deposit Law has had '^a positive effect on our
like this will "help the overall quality of lif e on
which was passed in 1976 and took effect in "quaLity of life." Toni Bertocci, campaign cocampus."
January, 1978, requires that all beverage
Longstaff hopes -to see the creation of< a
ordinator for the M.C.R.C, claims that the
conta iners so ld in Maine h ave a refund va lue law has caused so lid waste disposa l to have
campus ministry group ; this is outlined in the
of at least five cents. If the new bill is passed .been reduced 5-6 percent since it went into
proposal. This would have the local rabbir a
the state will allow ndfifreturnable containers
Roman Cathol ic priest , and Waterville
effect.
tobe used.
ministers from
different
Protestant
In addi t ion to this , says Bertocci, the three
The motion to repeal the Bottle Bill is the
denominations as designated chaplains at
recycling centers w hich h ave been put into
result of a petition drive which obtained the
Colby.
operation have created a combined total of
s ignatures of 38,034 eligible voters, a sufPreviously. Roman Catholic and Jewish
eighty jobs. According to him seventy percent
ficient number to force a referendum. The
services on campus have been conducted by
of returne d bottles are recycle d at th ese
main opposition comes from proprietors of
"guests of the chaplain" and are hot officially
centers; the other thirtypercent are refilled.
sma llstores , who reportedly have a hard time
recognized by Colby.,
On October 26th opponents of the bottle bill
. :, j J
handling large volumes of returned bottles,
launched a massive advertising campaign to
i 'The clergy of the campus - ministry group
and state beer distributors. It has been
would not oe given any salary from Colby', but
encourage voter to vote "Yes ," or in favor of
heavily financed by out of state bottlers and
repeal. Although state officials say that the
would be given certain privileged such as
J^he beer mdusb^._
law has significantly reduced the amount of
access to libraries, parking, and-the athletic
According to The Maine Times, hi the last
litter along Maine 's highways, opponents
complex. The Protestant ministers would
period for reporting contributions, near ly half
believe that eventually consumers will
take turns giving the Sunday Protestant
of the$34,444 raised came from out of state.
recycle glass and aluminum voluntarily when
service. The Catholic chaplain and Jewish
The supporters df the existing law include
chaplain would continue to give services on
they discover that the resulting drop in the
organized labor and the Maine State Grange,: cost of dump operation will cause a
Jr
cam pus , but oh an official basis.
as well as the Maine Citizens For Returnable
.Longstaff
envisions
"no longer having an
corresponding drop in taxes. This, they claim,
(M.C.R.C) ,
Containers
a
volunteer
off icial college service" if . the proposal is
will achieve the same result as the bottle bill,
organization which is actively campaigning
approved . ;- The resultsi of;;; the Jpfoposal
but without the chaos caused by the existing
for defeat of the referendum.
hopefully will be to have' ; 'a more diverse
law.
representation of clergy on campus tb better
suit the needs of Colby students/
t_______ -------- *iM*rkMMMU _ ---- The proposal is a popular;one with other
„,,
religious, leaders on campus.fFalther Cote, a
.
_ggnQaHBBBn^RwL
Roman Catholic priiest who resides oh campus
CONSIDER ING AN MBA?
V?W/
%,„ ,>A
this year, is not a member of the Colby staff,
_Bnl«____
n_k
-Iff rj FflB ' S72-.7777
------l*fy
He was sent here and paid for by the Arch.^V
___________PVPH^J_^ L I^^^^ ____________i 213
diocese of Portland . Father ' Cote , stated
1________B If^f Pfi lft% •^nT^r ^f. ___________¦
An admission representative from Vanderbllt
Main
"finally the school recognizes ' there is a
University wlll .be on campus
^WjJBIBWiBBB ^y '
S t.
diversity
on campus." The proposal, he ad'
Monday , November 5
ded,
WatCr
VlUc
if
accepted,
^^
^^'
will officially recognize a
mWmmmm ^mwtm W
Catholic chaplain at .Colby giyirig them equal
¦¦¦ to meet with men and women Interested In
___-________-^____-__i_-^_Bi_______H__________i^__R__^
status with other chaplains at Colby:'Pi
management careers,
roast
beef
.
'
- Jane Dibden '80,.past ) chairperson of ' the
.
.
.
.
.
i
.
.
.
^^r ^^s
• . -' */ '
Please Contact:
^^^KM
UHKUUBBSmKEr
Chapel Service Committee and a member of
Colby Christian Fellowship commented that
; f. \ ;¦ ,
' Career Counseling i
she Ayas "'' glad that Longstaf f and Cotter care
' , 'N ' -ice cold j ' ' I . "
'
Til
'
" J ' lf.
so much/ We don't want to see student par• for rriore details and to sign up for a student
'
''
,
;
:
'
ticipation
closed put, The : need for
'
ta
p
on
Information session.
beer
j J j
Bass Weejuris *:
denominational services on this campus >has
¦ : ¦ '¦ '¦ ¦' ' P- ^ ; '
been very fereat. "
All student *, r- g_i-l_w of under _udu» t- m_|or, «re
' ' " • ¦ ' ¦ :{ ' ' ' I. j \
The or
iginal loafers
Invited to Attend
.
JoyJCrafts '00, President of Colby's Cantable service
vJj ^^jV
H.iwlsetvn construction.. . . li?RWidii ry c'omfiu l
terbury Society, j an organization . for
'
and durability. ,. tMclilion.il sly lin R , If it si\ys
Episcopal students, said she is excited about
"D«6s," it 's the rwl thln ii.
the proposal and feels it Is needed at Colby. .
.Dean of Students Earl Smith, is also conBLACK
AV/ULABLE IN UOril BROWN AND
the. proposal ,,atAsj^Dean
cerned v with;
/ of
he sees
pbl by as a
religion
THESE FAMOUS WEEJUNS ARE SOLD
Students^
a Air conditioned
32 Temple St, Wate rviMe¦ \ < student yseryice; / He ¦jis .' ?iri:,tayov ol the
" ' ¦*' pro$salV and ,called it f' an . atJTaCtt^
'
KVERY WHERE AT $49.95 • BUT
m
featur -ng
, s
butjadded Hhatjsome ^uestlohsl
andj details
OUR PRICE IS ONLY: ' ..^
,jj ;;¦¦ jj ¦'¦-PP ^^ . •
but.;.
-A
havetobeworked
i
HOT
DOGS
CHKN.
NUGGETS
^
-\

Bottle Bill Ref e rendum

^$44WEEJUNS

@

In his inaugura l s peech, President Cotter
stated that he would ''reexamine our offi cially
sponsore d church serv ices to ensure an
ecumen ica l, religious, and ethical program
reflective of the need of our current students
j.
and faculty.'"
Th e President and Prof essor Longsta ff ,
Colby's new ch aplain, are working together to
initiate new religious programs at Colby.
Professor Longstaff recently wrote a proposal
addressing the President and the Board . of
Trus tees concern ing needed changes in
religious life at Colby. These changes.f ocus
around the role of chaplain.
"Why is there a need for such change at
Colby now? Colby was founded as a college
for the Baptist ministry in 1813, hut things
have "change d drastica lly" at Colby since
then according to Longstaff. Longstaff stated
t h at " we 're becoming less white, less
Protestant , less Anglo-Saxon and less exclusive by White Anglo-Saxon traditions."
The need for change h as also come about
because of an increasing num ber of stu dents
attending religious services.
In 19^6,
Protestant worship at Colby reached a low at
6 toN 8 students attending service on Sunday.
Today that number has increased to between
50 and 80 students. About 200 students attend
the two Catholic masses giyen each Sunday.
Historically Colby, accor ding to Longsta ff ,
"because of its kind of Protestant establishment ," has officially" sponsore d a Protestant
service and chaplain j on canipus. The
chaplain has been a college employee and
usually a Religion Professor spending twothirds of the time teaching and one-third of the
time as chaplain. Both Professor Longstaff
and the President want to end this inequality
and put all religions on an equal basis at
Colby.
One way* of doing this would be to redefine
the chaplain's role. Longstaff would like to
see the chaplain function in four general
areas; as an administrator, as a sponsor of
religious activities oh campus, as a counc elor
f or students , faculty and staff , and as a
ceremonial leader.
As an administrator the chaplain would
coordinate religious activities bn ^ campus as
well as schedule the use of the chapel.
Professor Longstaff stated he "would like to
—
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Coinmitteelf ormed

Mtt ority _P_^"0bl(_ ^^tiidie'd
by Adam Bolonsky
boring: The result is frustration, a want to
In an hour-long meeting "which praised and
criticized admissions policies, students, and
rebel against! the pressure to maintain the
administration^ the week-old, ten-member
status quo. We've , got to move to introduce
new cultures. Cultural diversity (through
"Stu-A Ad Hoc:Committee on Minorities;:,at
elected
higher minority enrollment) will start a
for
the
first
time
and
Colby" met .
Geoffrey Rogers as its chairman.
breakdowhof the tendency to conform. I have
no illusiohs about how fast that will happen
Rogers dominated the meeting, citing a
and how effective that will be here — hut this
decade's worth of Colby minorities statistics
and opinions that were reinto
(ad hoc^committee) is a start.','
s
reports
on
current
adRogers, however, revealed a few goal- for
JDuriri'
man Kane
the committee that wCre also a little less
missions policies; AP' - J y J , , y
philosophical, expressing his concern with
.'.. Rogers intends to have the committee —
enrollment in generaI,Thinority pr otherwise:
which is a brainchild of Stu-A executive
"We can recruit mmority students hot only as
chairman Scot Lehigh — make an exhaustive
to
Colby
a resource that will J provide a unique
come
study of why minorities do hot
challenge to the college; but; also as an inand j why,-, sihcey 1969; Colby 's . Black
jection -^ admissions can no longer rely on the
- enrollment has shrunk" from 40 studentsj to
but in
baby boom, which is rapidly bottoming
currently less than ten.
.
."
;
New England." j . .' •: "• ' yJy: ' - -JJ y -P .
Rogers' saidJthe. crux of Colby's minority
Halfway through the meeting, focus shifted
enrollment;jprbblem J;lies in Jhe einphasis
to criticism of specific admissioris policies,
admissions' places -"solely.J on the Eastern
admissionsr committee - members, various
Seaboard." ' -They never get past the Hudson
deans, and the Board of Trustees.. In the midst
when it comes to minorities," he said, "but
of emotional rtetbric 'that acCiised the adwhy do we have so many white students from
1
;
' of A "weaslihg". out of conministration
the Minneapolis and St. Paul areas?" J,V
frontations
with
various students concerned,
Sid
Moheilast
year
by
Citing
a
report
made
.
* and
among other "foingsr ^
on . Colby ?s. black enrollment arid the Chapel
'
occupation. that took place in 1969 by 18 black ; minorities, Haluk Nural made the calm; but
forceful statement that in his dealings with
students- Rogers said that administration is
faculty he has " fouhd ' theni to be most
still "going oyer the same old hash" when it
J
Recent
responsive and eager to help¦ improve-the
blacks
and
minorities.
comes to
quality of life at Colby.
recommendations made by .the adReferring to J the faculty as Colby's
ministration to assuage low J minority
enrollment^ j Rogers said, are simply
"strongest pointy" Nural made the suggestion
"mirroring" the suggestions made ten years ' that the committee take advantage of that
ago -In response to this, Dairy1Scott quipped,
resource and tap faculty members for added
"Colby students*- and administration tend to
imput. (Nural has been the steady author of
work out a philosophy to solve a problem and -bitter weekly articles dealing with Colby life
meritthey chew, and chew and chew oh it,
°n Page 18.)
-^ see his editorial
j
neversvvallowing it."
took
the
opportunity then to warn
Lehigh
LehighPadded that he has already ''sounded
the committee to- be cautious in its accusations of administration, that any acbut" the admihistratioh as to whether the Ad
Hoc committee would be duplicating any
cusations made should be based on "close
efforts admissions may have been making
research." Rogers agreed, and immediately
asked for a volunteer to "research the lines of
toward s J im*OToyihg^rhinority enrollment.
to
Administration' re^iedJv?no,- ' according
authority in the Colby administration" to find
out who is responsible-tp whom ^nd who has
LehighS Lehigh' stressed^this point as proof
the. last say in admissions; policies. j Kathy
that it was;time Colby assesised the minority
McCullbch volunteered and, was accepted by
situatiori f rorri a f/fresh p^er_^ctive '^•—thatof
:
j
Rogers for the position.
me students— to;"fin^
"
to
make
a
assigned
said
he
Hillary
Sheldon
was
He
us as well as withJatoissibns^
comparative study of Bates, Colby, and
formed the committee (a privUege ^ven to
Bowdoin minority populations, admissions
him by the Stu-A constitution)-^because "not
enough /attention is bejngpaid to
policies, and recruiting philosophies. Colby
suffered a 300 percent decrease in freshman
students j that^
minority enrollment in one year (3 last year,
minority perapiect^
hone this year, despite a pre-freshman
give those (minorities or otherwise) who have
minority weekend last year that was attended
a strong ihsifihtit chaliceto talk."I ' - . J.:.:
. Rogers picked; lipParithis note; pinpointing "; by 41 high school seniors) , while Bates and
trouble spots mat exist not only in admissions r Bowdoin enrollments have remained stable.
Rogers then called the meeting to a close,
policies,J but- within the Colby community:
"Everybody here knows everyone ¦else. j setting a date for the next riieeting to be held
tonight at 7:00 PM in tlie Robinsoh: Room in
You're dealing s^ictiy with^ y
Roberts Union, The meeting is open to the
England neighbors. It causes a social and
'
aeademic..atniosphereof "keeping tip with the K, public. .
Jones's. That's why there's so much tension
on this campus. We need minority students to
expand our i( minds beyond bur neighboring
this as.
towns and .states." Rogers terrried
r
saying
"provincial y ;-coiripetItivehess,'*
40 Main Street | Watorvillo, Mo.
u every r>6dy' ls riot really all that upper rhiddle
class up here; although we may have all the
trappings. jPebple are¦ afraid of , letting their
guard down;''*- Jjj PA> : :i AP 'i ! j -j Aj- J ' J '
Lehigh elaborated on Rogers' point.-^Colby
does promote tha t similarityof attitudes.This
is bad iri that one is Winded to other cultures
¦
¦
:
' ;;.. wt'ljijS' ¦ : ' ' • . " ¦ ' " . " -.• ' ;
and ideas; The.eis an emulationof that upper ,
,
middle , class«(ethic which, js ^reall y prptty ^
••••..'.... »••...•,'». ....¦*..U.*«..'..«,.... ...|,. .•HM|».i,« 4, „ 'f ,'t .I',,',, -

Colhy Trivia
Ah excerpt from a bookentitled.Colby Stories
by Herbert Carlyle Ub^class of 1902
:;' - - ; J;j. :Jj- - .-j 'J ,J ' ';
j There; was bhce a -janitor of Waterville ;.Go__egeysir.*' y j r
College by-theriarne of Martel. He was styled
"But, how did you get into the chapel?"
theGeneral.
"Well,: sir, we-we-went in through the
The.writer was president of theRepublican : doors." ;; yy ' ./ y: 'j;j vj .JJJ: J _ y^ " .;/ ;j
Club 6£ the-College. It was the summer term
"But how didlyou get;theidopris open?";
befbrevthe deletion of Lincoln. We wanted a
"With the only thing that was ever known to
place to hold^purmeetings, and the General, open thosemassive structures^the keys."
who held the keys to the chapel, gave them to
"But how didybu get the keys?" j
hiej Weyhad held several meetings and the
"Well, sir, the General of- "/.the collegeconvention of the state yliad been held at General Martelj -gavemCm to me.'' .y
Bangor^tojwhicht we had; sent delegates, a
"Ah ,-but the General of whom you speak is
studenWitepr-^eedirig.; J . not the General of the college."
Of course we had now acquired con"But, my dear Doctor-must you suppress
siderable notoriety as a pohtical organization, . these sentiments in the minds of us students
and the faculty, especially
Dr. Champlin, felt by denying us a place of meeting?" .
tO'
in J^iPt^Jy >bburid
; aipjpraise us: of ^ their^ ; "Well, but you have not asked rhe;'A j
cognizance of our spontaneous patriotism.So,
¦ y - - 'Why should J when General Martel has
meeting the writer, the Doctor said:' A. J - *J already given us the privilege? If you deny his
"What are you doing in the chapel? What
authority,-!ask it now."
meetingsare those?"
The good Dr. Champlin turned on his heel.
"They are political -meetings, sir,-the We had used the chapel, were bound to use it,
meetings of the Republican Club of Waterville y and we used it thereafter without question.

¦
•' '. . .
'• -¦J' r - .¦-. ¦.-- ' ¦-• . . •,. . J.. -;
.• . - ' .: .. ¦:. - , . by M ary Ernst
.The! Colby Erivironniental. Council has a three chords of wood are used during ;the
'> J - y :; - J
proposition foi; all you saps:' maple syruping.; evaporation process.
Colby .students' have, been tapping the trees
The result: one gallon ' of syrup for every
in me maple grove behind Hill FabUy Alumni forty to fifty gallons of sap. Last year, Moody
House every spring for the pastseven years.
said, over ten gallons of Grade A syrup was
The maple syruping is an entirely student - produced. The syrup is divided y among
run activity.
Jay Moody, this year's workers/according to the number of hours
organizer, encourages all interested people to worked. Also, there is a pancake;breakfast,
becomeinvolved. J
,
r : complete with tree-made syhipyfor syrupers.
Moody explained the syruping process: the
This year's organizational meetingwill be
collected sap is boiled iri ah evaporator-a held on Wednesday, November 7, at 7 p.m., on
large metal pah placed.ori a fire-for seyeral second floor Roberts. Besides syruping,
hours. puring_ the process, impurities are people will be needed to chop and movewood.
skimmed off the top of the sap, which requires Questions should be directed to Jay Moody,
constant stirring .to prevent hurning. rAbout 872-6077.
. ..
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The
Colhy Student Assocmiicm
-

HAVE YOU EVER VONDERED.....
••WHO PAYS FOR THE RUGBY TEAM'S /•LEATHER BALLS"?
•*WHO PAYS FOR THOSE $1.00 MOVIES ?
••WHO PAYS FOR KARLA BONOFF ?
??WHO PAYS FOR TJHIS NEWSPAPER ?

. . . - ¦ ; ; ;;' ;•; : ¦ ; • ;¦

The
• .- ¦
Colby Student Association
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WHILE STU-A PAYS OUT YOUR MONEY ,
^ULD
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MACRAiIE;

ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES -
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SUPPLIES
MODEL & HOBBY
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HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHO DI&IDES HOW
YOUR ACTTVI TIES FEE IS SPENT?
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P eki ng Op era At Colby
by Paulette Lynch

¦ On Nov. 17 at 8 PM the Peking Opera
Company j wilt be performing Jin Strider
Theater under the sponsorship:of -Uae InterCultural Life.
national Relations .Club and
Chinese opera has never ¦ before been performed in Maine, and there will be only one
performance.
j
P - 'iPP j
Chinese Opera is radically-.different.fronti
the western style of opera. The opening of the
curtain is Jaceompanied Jby '. :the crash .of
cymbals, the din of the Chinee gong, the
beating of drums, the click of eastinets and
the high-pitched wail of the Chinese violin;
The violuv the leading instrunient,J is^ constructed from bamboo and has only two
strings which characteristically produce
high-pitched wailing sounds;: The music accompanies the sohgsj and dances forming a
framework f orthe action of the play.Falsetto
a great
style dominatesythe;opera.j making
demand on the actor's voice! y ¦"'. :• -J j.'yy :A.PP
¦Black and white - photographs necessarily
fail to accurately display one of . the most
prominent, features of' Chines'eyopera . — the
use of vivid colors.JTheyisuaiimpact upon the
audience made by the actor's -face and
costume is tremendous; the;stage is almost
bare. The actors, both male and female,, are
brilliantly made up and brightly attired iii
hand-brocaded silk robes. The actors often
wear jewel and pearl encrusted headdresses
Which glitter in the glow of colored spotlights.
The colors of costume arid make-up are the
main mediums used in the symbolism that is
fundamental to Chinese opera . There are four
basic * types of characters : male,. female,
clown and painted face; Each character has a
peculiar costume and -form of make-up. The
qualities of the character -- good; bad,
cowardly, etcv — are . symbolized by the
emphasis .: of a particular; color. Colby
programs will feature a section devoted to the
explanation -of these: symbols which can be
easily understood by the audience,
Movement also plays an important role lithe play and is as symbolic as the.Colors. The
actors , perform difficult and beautiful
movements; which., subtly indicate to the
audience the actions or emotions portrayed.
On November 3rd, Judith- Cornell will run For example, a whip, with four silk tassels,
the Pall Meeting and Workshop of the indicates a horse, If the actor grasps it in his
National Associatiori of Teachers of Singing, right hand, he is understood to be riding.
in Bixler Auditibrium from 12 hoon to5:30pm. Another example is that a. long sleeve held
before the face depicts embarrassment. All of
the movements are as rigidly patterned as the
steps of a classical ballet adding greatly to the
Tonight at 7:30 pm, Robert Beckwith of beauty of the production, j J
The art form of Chinese opera evolved from
Bowdoin College will speak on "The Ultimate
Classic: Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," in religious rites arourid 2000 BC into the inGiven Auditorium.

tellectual and abstract form that will be seen
at Colby. Around the 13th century, opera
began to appeal to intellectuals rather than
just the elite and eventually became popular
with the masses. Every aspect of ChineseJife
and sentiment has been drawn upon "by
Chinese opera — religious, militaristic,-intellectual, comic — and translated into a
dramatic and symbolic theatrical art form.
Chinese opera is not just a_ thrilling experience but an insight into "the social institutions and aesthetic values of an ancient
people,
Chinese actors start training as young .as
eight years old, in acrobatics, dance,
movement and drama. Voice control, music,
costumes and make-up are also extensively
studied. An eight-year curriculum is followed
by a five-year apprenticeship before entrance
into the company itself .
The talented Peking Opera Company will be
at Colby on Nov . 17. : Buy. your tickets at the
Students' Activities Office — $3.00 for
students, $5.00 general admission. Seating
will be limited.
—-

Music
EllOIli^:
^
''
^ • j ;:^

..V JjJ- y" J;r j -, - . by Fran Mullin J-j y J :--yy ;JjyJJ yJJ:'

'" Thereyis *a^
j
Music^Centervthis^yea^
head ^fjthe "GleeJXSub^
Machliri whbOs but on sabbatical ;uhti^riext J
j: fall/ j 'f f :'P pp ^a aa/;- • j :P ;%P p ;¦;aa; p PPPa ¦'PA
Professor I_ubn^
;
extensive qualification^-j'!^is^difed ;^horaI ; "j . \
"
conducting, and music history^ ih Oregbni ,and
. achieved ^ doictoriatelh n^
University:j; After ;>J^vrec;wyed(nisJmastersjj Jjj ' .
Luoma taught in alpaiifbrhiaj public school 'J :
for six' years j ^
and theory at Caritbri
and also y/orked atj^^
y j«
Music in Rochesteras at .yisitihg profe__^'V^v:' yv;,;
.';; Besideslbeing'a m^
also anjaccpmpHshed :wr
iiet^n the last^xj- .^'
years;?iAibma has ;hadJfouT<;jbi_rrial;tarticie_ ' Jy
publishedV Thesuhjec^
range froni his firstW6rk;v-yariant Dynamic
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Announ cement s
Professors Irving Suss and Howard Koonce
have joined hands.again with the Waterville
Repertory Company and Friends of Colby in
the production of Ibsen's "A Doll House." It
will run from November 16th :18th at the
Waterville Opera House. See the next issue
for more details.
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Shakespeare Packs House
byBrenda Bowen

photo by Frank Howell

Concert

W0iefit^ops
byAnne Phaneuf

The Colby Community Orchestra willhold
its third annual: "Pops" Concert November

9th at 8 pm.

;
.y j J :

jjHeldat the Waterville Armory, the musical
event will feature! light classical musical
piecesJsuclr as everyone's favorite,v Gershwin's ^Pbrgy^nd Bess.^ j- J^J-j'J ' -J :
A special arrangement of selections by

Colby alumnus Fred Petra will be an added
delight; Petra 's selections will coincide with
the theme of the concert, "The Way We
Were.'' A prominent local musician with his
own band, Petra has been an active contractor at area civic centers in addition to his
valuable contribution to the "Pops" Concert.
" The concert fe a benefit for the Watendile
YMCA and Oakgrove Coburn, a private schoolm-Vassalbbrp. "-tefreshments will be served,
and the eating and drinking while listening to;
the , performance will contribute to the
customarily relaxed atmosphere
of a "pops"
:' J :;L; : ' ¦ ' ¦ ' ¦) ' ¦¦ ¦ "
.concert'J J
The ''Pops"Concert is a special opportunity
to hsten to; the Colby Cbmniunity Symphony
Orchestra perfprrh, and enablesone to delight
in many . light classical ^musical favorite?
.~
¦
' '' "''
Tickets are $3and $5. TPi ' P.

Last Saturday the Colby Dancers "and the readers and player's full comprehension of
Music department ,presented a premiere j the poetry enabled the audience to understand
performance of "Shakespeare in Music and the sometimesdifficult verse,
J
The next piece in the program was a dance
Dance " with originaliriusic byAdel Heinrich
and orjgirial choreography by Christine to selected lines from Romeo and Juliet.
MitcheU-Wentzel. The idea of transferring the There was an obvious sympathy in the
words of /Shakespeare to different artistic audience toward this piecej as theistpry of
forms is one that, has enjoyed success for Romeo and Juliet is probably the ^ rnost
centuries, arid the performance underlined;. . familiar of all Shakespeare's plots. Only the
the universality arid vitality that Shakespeare courtship of the lovers was dealt with, thus we
see only the happierside of their story. In this
still holds for modern audiences.
The prograrii began with five nicely piece the choreography is the most striking
executed : solo - and . dvet pieces toy ac- feature: Pam Ems and Steve Harding danced
conipariihientby -flutes, violin,- piccolo arid with real conviction, and the innocence and
piano. The pieces illustrated the characters of idealism of the lovers' initial encounters came
six Shakespearean women, heroines historic, over well in the intimacy of their movement.
The final part of the program centered on
comic anrij. tragic. "Outstanding were Nora
Putrrian's Lady MacBeth and Gayle Giguere's Shakespeare's male characters. Richard II
Ophelia. Both -characters were well un- and the Ghost from Hamlet were the most
derstood by the dancers: the Lady MaCBeth successful both in music and dancer In Tina
captured all the consuming cruelty of the Mitchell-Wentzel's King Hamlet the^audience
queen, and the Ophelia, set to rustic square was immediately aware of the supernatural
idance rhythms echoed the innocence of the character of the Ghost: her movement
character and at the same timeforeshadowed mirrored the spirit's languished speeches
which initiate the action Of the play.
herultimatemadness and death.
The only major way in which the perShakespeare's sonnets were similarly set to
music; Mark d'Entremont read the five formance .suffered was through under dress
featured sonnets, andJ although the verse rehearsal, especially noticeable in the second
seemed at first disjoint, the audience soon half of the program. The lack ot program
became aware that the music was not so notes also detracted from the effectiveness of
much incidental as illustrative: for each the evening as a whole, since the nature of
theme in the poems there was a similar theme some of Shakespeare's characters was unin the music. This was most effective in the familiar to many in the audience.
first sonnet, number viii, where the music 'Shakespeare in Music and Dance' was well
exactiy paralleled the movement of the verse, received by a Ml house, however, as the
even to the resolution of the finalCouplet. The innovative music and idance made for an
quality of the solo violin was superlative; the exciting and satisf-yingevehing of theatre.
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Theater
i

—

- Geoff Becker and Hugh Heffenraffer will
recreate the Anthony' Newly and Cyril Ritchard characters of Cocky and Sir in the first
musical of the season at Strider Theater
beginning Thursday, November 8. In The
Roar of tlie, Grcasepalnt-the Smell of the
Crowd, the game of life is played, "with attention to' such themes as religion, hunger,
work/love, the ladder of success; death, and _
rebellion , As Howard Taubman wrote ln his
New York Times Review of May 17, 1965,
"they (authors Anthony . Newly and Leslie'
Brlcusse) are firmly on the side of the underdog, the little man, and the exploited of '
' \ ' /. " - ' . . ;
this planet,"
Performances >of t The Roar' of tlie
Grenacprilnt-the Smell of the Crowd are' \
scheduled af 8:00 on Thursday ,and Friday
evenin gs, at 2:00 for the Saturday matinee, ' <
and at 0:00 on Saturday evening. Ticket in- ,
formation ' may< be obtained .at the Student
Activities Office at Roberts Union or tho box
office 2 hours before each "oerformnnce, , • <^i

; The Performing Arts Center at Bath announces its first Subscription: Series^ It will
begin oh November 17th with the Concert
Dance Company of Boston, and end on April
3rd with The Portland Symphony Chamber
Orchestra and the Bates College choir in a
performance of Mozart's Requiem.
The series will also include two performances of.Sarah Caldwell's production of
Mozart's Impresario with the Opera New
England on December 9; the Mair - Davis Duo
in a concert of four centuries of Zupfmusik music of the plucked string instruments - on
January 12; the renowned Blue Hill Chamber
Players on February 9; and as a free bonus to
subscribers only, the Hanover Youth Symphony on March 28, sixty young musicians
from the celebrated German Symphonic
"*" <
Orchestra. '
Subscribers will be invited to a reception ,
following the opening concert on November
17th. Together with the reception and free
admission to the Hanover' Symphony, sub-'
scribers will save 30 percent on ticket prices, '
and seating,will be in a reserved section, Cost
of a subscription is $20, and may be obtained
at tho Performing Arts Center, 804
Washington Street, Bath, Maine 04530, or a
check sent. Tickets will be mailed- prior to the
). , > , ' .
'first concert, , *, .,¦ >
, For more information on the series, call 4426455 during regular business hours.The PACB
is closed on Mondays., (l , ,„ ( .
t.
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l thought only leopards had spotsl
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ThatWM ?t i>ie
In lieu of "Fourth and Long" this week, the
ECHO has decided to reprint the following
commentary with permission from Newsday,
the tenth largest circulation newspaper in the
country. Written by columnist Stan Issacs, the
piece appeared in this Long Island paper last
Thursday, the 25th of October.
I admire the ABC people who televise
college football games every Saturday. It's
just that I don't understand them.
Can you believe that they have chosen not to
televise the titanic Colby-at-Bates clash as
this week's regional game here?
This is the week that the Colby White Mules
invade Lewiston to meet the Bates Bobcats in
a game that has the football fans of Maine
asking, "Can the improving offense of. Colby
beat the vaunted defense of Bates? But ABC,
which is televising Houston-at-Arkansas as
the national game to all sections of the
country, is ignoring completely the doubleheader by Colby-Bates and giving us Florida
State-a--Louisiana State as our regional
game.
There is so much richness and appeal in the
likes of Colby-Bates if only the ABC people
would understand. For one, people call Bates
not just the Bobcats, but the mighty, mighty
Bobcats. And Colby's-nickname is the White
Mules. And the name of the mascot dressed as
a white mule is Ybloc- which is, if you didn't
get it,Colby spelledbackwards. You'd have to
go pretty far to find a dumber reason for a
team's nickname than the explanation for
White Mules, but that's part of the color of this
old rivalry- and isn't
aj color and tradition what
colteg^fooj-bajy s l about?
This is how Colby got its' nickname: An
editorial in 1923 in the school newspaper, the
Colby Echo, suggested that Colby 's football
team was doing so well against favored opponents that it was time people stopped
calling them the darkhorse Colby team.
"Colby shouldn't be regarded as a dark
horse," the editorial said, "but as a white

mule/' And that, voila, is how Colby came to
be known as the White Mules. It's hardly as
intriguing as the nickname for the Tufts
Jumbos one of- Colby's other arch-rivals;
Tufts is named the Jumbos because P.T.
Barnum once donated one of his famous
circus elephants to that school as a mascot.
ABC has been having trouble with falling ratings in college football the past few. years.
Ratings 'were off 20 percent from last year
until a good rating for Oklahoma-Texas two
ABC also ought to know that this
is a year when all three rivals come
Into conf erence play with the closest
thing to a juggernaut record within
most memories.
weeks ago got the ratings up to being off 6
percent. The network would show Alabama
and Notre Dame and USC every week if it
could, but it operates under limitationsimposed by the NCAA, meaning that a college
can be seen only two times during the regular
season, or, under special circumstances, five
timesover two seasons.
One of the waysABC meets these conditions
is to televise games on a regional basis,
meaning that teams of interest withina given
area are shown in that area. Because New
York is the major TV market area and
because New York is not a big-college-football
center, the legions,who were graduated from
colleges hereabouts or who have relatives in
Northeastern schools such as Bates arid Colby
are faced with regional games that include
tremendous local favorites- LSU, Mississippi,
Missouri, Houston and this week, Florida
State which, it is hoped, will be a hot number
among the New York gentry- because it Is
undefeated.
It is not insignificant that the 84th BatesColby collision is the opening game in the
annual competition to determine the ctiam-

O.T. Loss LosesMp ourney

by Carol Sly
was tied at 1-1. Sue Meyer's flick was stopped
Bowdoin
The field hockey team travelled to
UMO
by the Presque Isle goalie and Bunnell made
this
weekend.
Tournament
for the State
another save. The next one up for Colby was
was seeded number one with a 5-^1 record,
Jane Hartzell her, shot was stopped.: UMPI's
Coilby had me second seed-with a 5-1-0in-state
^ wid e,; but . the Owl's were
next sh ot went
record. UMPI was third with 3-3-0, and
Bowdoin fourth with 22-2. An amazing series awarded the goal, because the official called
that Bunnell moved before me 'sh'bt'.'V' ^Vllidn
of games left Orono on tPp, and Colby number
Colby's fifth stroker LCah Maher placed her 1
thiP -*_*
On Friday, UMO beat Bowdoin 3-1. That
flick inches over the top of the net, UMPI Had
afternoon Colby played Presque Isle, who
won 2-1 in strokes.
-,
A hard way to lose, but as Coach Pluck said,
they had defeated 2-1 in season play. The
"It never should have - gone that far"; ifortyMules outplayed UMPI throughout the game,
five shots without a goal told the story..- .; ' . .
dominating the offensive the entire contest,
The next morning Colby played Bowdoin in
only to lose after overtime,
The Colby defense was strong, continually
the consolation round. Halftime produced
feedingthe ball up to the line. The offense was
another scoreless game, but Colby was riot to
able to penetrate the circle 58 times and take have a repeat of th eory before, ; j '' j vj .J^~
Sue Meyer passed to tSandy _*ang'bfr;the
45 shots on goal. However, at th e end of
opening bully of the second half. Lang took
seventy minutes of play, the Owls had held
the ball down at right wing and centered It
Colby scoreless, Two Vk minute overtimes
across to Hartzell who connected fOr a hard
saw Colby still dominating, still shooting, and
drive.into the corner of the ca ge> Colby was
still not scoring. , , .
ahead 1-0, The next bully • produced an
To break a tie, each team takes five penalty
strokes on the goalie from eight yards out.
identical goal;- Meyer to Lang and a cross
Freshman Diane Peterec took the first stroke pass fired in by Hartzell. It was to be the
for Colby, flicking it high over the gpalie's winning goal' as Bowdoin scored later ir the
right shoulder to score. Bunnell made a save half off a penalty stroke awarded because of
j ,;
ah illegal aoye in goal,
for the Mules her first time up against UMPI.
It
was
a
wide
open
game
with
cross
passing
The second stroke for Colby was taken by
opening up the mld-flcld, play. Bowdoin
Chris Hood -it hit the post and bounced out of
the goal. The UMPI stroke went surprisingly worked the ball into threatening position
several times, Bunnell had 14 saves in goal
legs. The
score
low, rolling. between Bunnell's
¦
¦
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State Champions-front row (L-R) Ellen Huebsch, Brenda Sbeider, Sue Winslow, Nancy
Raynor,Bev Nalbandian, Sara Crisp, and Gretchen Huebsch .back row -Korbd Pditerson,
Wendy Wittles, Bridgitte McCarthy,Maura Shaugbnessy, Lilla Duffy, Martha Oaks+Mo J'
Flint, J acquie Passan, and Coach PomDwinnel-missing KimBooth ) A . j J
'Reserved for the -Band.' Nobody'-, ever sits :
there, but thejband never shows up.": No;
Bates' School song is not "The Sounds of
Silence."
__!____
I asked about famous graduates, because
every school has famous graduates. The j
Bates people named Bryant Gurnbel; the NBC j"
sportscaster. Colby publicity" man J Peter^
Kingsley..offered Johh Roderickand Gurnbel a
tie when Kingsley called back to add Elijah
Parish Lovej oy, the aboktionist editor-martyr :
killed by a mob in Illinois because of his antislairery editorials. , J
J I know all about the Nielsen TV ratings and
how they are compiled, but I prefer the gut
feelings that "come" from talking to people ,
myself. For example, I asked Dennison and
Kingsley, "Are there any people in your
community who would not go to the ColbyBates game because they preferred to stay
horde and watch
the televised game?''"
"A^ far as me people here are concerned,"
Deniiispn said; . "Florida j State^ESU is
sorriething that is played on Mars.'' Kingsley
said, "Not one; true
fan would choose
keyto stay
home; In^terrhs of ;excitement^ahd
plays^
and key mistakes, you can't beat our game."y ""

pion of the CBB Conference. The CBB Conference is emblematic of football supremacy
among Maine's three small liberal arts
colleges- and the CBB Conference stands for,
naturally, the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates Conference. (Once upon a time before Maine U.
foresook its neighbors for the big time of the
New England Conference, people were known
tosay, "AsMainegoes, so goes Colby.'')
There is so much richness and appeal
in the likes of Colby-Bates if only
the ABC people would understand.
ABC also ought to know that this is a year
when all three rivals come into conference
play " with they dpsest thing' .'to juggernaut
records within most memories. Both Colby
and defending, CBB champion Bates are 4-1,
as are the waiting-in-the:wihgs Polar Bears of
Ikvwdpin. j_ .
. - '' -'> ¦ 'J-V. J'
I called up the people at the colleges for
other little touches of color mat we" know
would have been at the heart of the ABC
telecast. I found out that the famous routineof
the marching band at Bates seems to be notto
show up for the game; Bates publicity. ma.ri
Rick Dennison said , "Each week we put up a
sign in one section of the stands that says,

Editor's; note: Sena tor Edmund Muskie
is a
graduate of Bates College, j J ¦ y
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SHaughnessy Singles Victor

betters Win Stat es

by Andy Goode
round 6-0, ,6-2. In the cbhsOlation match, she
This vpast weekend, Coach -Pam Dwinnell's,
defeated LaurayCoyle from Bates 6-6, 6-1 and
woihen's tenhis~team .';;c^l_ii _la .te_j. ¦•S;' '_ mfe ;'7-2
Meg McLean fJrorrt^pwdoin6-2, 7^.^ :J J Pa:
season by capturing the states' intercollegiate
]¦
In doubles, Colby's _^ -Flmt 'aind Martha
women'sterinis tburnam^nlj y j -;;
Oaks were the number one seed as they were
, Five teams competed in the two 'day-affair
undefeated in state play this past sea'spri.
which featured;;rotwo; singles players Aand two
AfterJay first round bye,. Mo andJMartha
doubles t^msT m eachschool. Cplby tallied
disposedi-'. of L:Brown-and JvZipa, of Bates 6-6,
37 poirits,yJJMO^^
_>ates arid thej tfniy'ersit^
6-0. Th the third round, they had another easy
tied for third with 12 points each, and Bowdoin
match, defeating Kurnick and Philipps of
was fifth \vith 10 poiritsj
UMO 6-0, 6-3; - A lack of consistency characpPA':
Maura Shaughhessy le^
team
terized by good arid badjitreiaks proved to be ,
by capturing.the singles title. * After a first
Mo arid Martha 's downfall in the finals; Their
round bye; Maura easily defeated Bate^s' Siie!
inconsistency may be partly due to the weekly;
schedule the women's tennis team has had
7qa\cppnal, ,6-0,y 6-0., JThen she proceeded to
defeat last year 's state champ, Pam Cohen ,' 6during the season. y At any rate, they lost a
close naatch to Sue Black and Jodie Bucheri of
1, 6-0.- : In the finals', Maiira disposed of last
year's runner-up, Kris Everett, 6-0, 6-2J
UM04-«, 6-4, 5-7. J
Maura 's picture book strokes and tennis
. After a first.round loss to UMO's Sue Black
smartness provided some exciting tennis; In
and Jodie Buchen, Colby's Gretchen * and
the finals, she made very few unforced errors,
Ellen Huebsch turned around to capture the
and kept- Kris Everett back on the baseline
consolation round..;In this round, they first
w
ith
her
blazing
passing
shots.
defeated S. Cumming'sjand L. Kimball of
.
Colby 's other -singles "entry;''•'. ¦:¦. Brigid
USM 6:0, 6-4. Their next victims were Jolie
McCarthy J Tost her first round match , but
and O'Cpnnel of. Bates. In the finals, they
bounced back to win the consolation match:
defeated the other doubles team from Bates,
Brigid lost to Kris Everett in the opening
Brown and Zipa, by the score Of 6-3, 6-4/
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-Sbtocats C-law Mif les

by Jonathan Greenspan
In front of a large and most enthusiastic
Much like the toil end of the second quarter,
the story :of the second half was the clawing
crowd this past Saturday in Lewiston; the
Bobcat defense. After running arourid arid
Mules , dropped , their second game "of the
through Bates early in the gamei for 144first
season , to the Bobcats of Bates College. The
quarter yards, the Mules were stifled for the
20-7 loss, which snapped the Mules four game
remainder of the contest. All the offense that
winning ystreak, also gave the; defending
Colby could muster for the final three quarBobcats a chance to recapture the CBB crown
ters totalled 101yards, including a dismal 4-21this week , with a ' victory over Bowdoin. A
staunch Bates defense tuned down the high-, passing performance by the Mule quarterbacks J which included rio second half
powered Mule offense after an opening Series
y
scbre by' thevisitors.; J
completioris. j v
they have done in each of the past four
Both teams were kept off the scoreboard in
J;
the third quarter and goinginto the fourth, the
ks, the,Mules took the opening kickoff and
contest was well within reach for the Mules.
deliberately marched dirwnfield for'.an early
score. The drive, which covered 81 yards, , But soon after the start of the fina h fifteen
amply exhibited to the Bobcats tiiedifference
minutes, Bates began the drive which would
between this year's Colby squad-and those of ¦¦-put the game out of reach for Colby. Taking
yearsy past,'J.J The jwelly rniixed jeleyen.vplay j advantage of .'excellent field position, Bates
niarchVendedJbh^an eight yard scamperj by j . moyedi ,47Jyards' in eight plays with Tom
: Denegre' going in from the nine to conclude
Quarterback--Frahk Sears,r his sixth
byvtbuchLarry
down of me'season^ The Conversion
the'drive; It was Denegre's second score of
an
Sparks was gbbdf sMCdibyhi^d eai*ly7r0:,: Ihe^afternoon, j supplementing his; fine 26
lead -OveA aJstunried Bates team, one which ^ carr y , 119 yard performance. The extra point
has"thus ;far -registered four shuto^^
was blocked ".'and Bates had: a solid 20-7.lead
yearj ahd ms";speakihg >)f their
with 10:32 remaining in tmegame.-i k.l.vj ' -'vv;^
~
(
~
:
:'Oiie;last scoring pppbriunityfor. the
j
Jj
p
Y
p
Pl
the Mules, J j
. P P P -P P P: -fP .A --: T A
Ori the next series, the^ Bates .offense begany ' % came jl aite in the -fourth^ when Freshman >
to move, .brtriging the ball dowri;tb:the;Colby;J linebacker Tom ' Fortiv reCbyered'• a J Bates
22, wnere'-tbe >Mule defenseheld'JiFour plays^ ¦ fumbleJat the Bobcat/34JJ3utj again;'fthe
later , Colby¦- hadVtci! punt and the-Bobcats,had
Bobcat defense proved too much for the Mules
their; first: breakTof the garne.^The snap .rpm^y as Colby was unable to take advantage of the
center hit Milte Drbuin in the
turnover, ¦:"A fourth down fleaflicker . ; 'wtoch
ppjmbed; on the ; lob_<* |ball; giving; them > ex-% had George ^ Dolan throwing to quarterback
cuiafent field^pbsiti^^
Sears; slid off Frarik's fingertips arid w.ith four
Three; playsjlater,"jTpwiy Denegre ( bblted iny . minutes 10ft in the garrie,'.secured th ev ictbry
from thethree to givei Batesi their firstscbre of ^^ ; for the Bates Bobcats;-;, j A'. Pp ..-,. ;P:i A- ^ >i-;
the afternooni; .The klck by Dan Sarasori was; . This week, the Mules travel to Medford,
good and the score was knotted at; seven at the
MassachusettsJ to 'i ,mipet the awesome Tufts
4:55 mark of-me first qiiarter/ P' JJ --'¦ --j ¦-¦'.
Jumbos.
The juhiboswhc!are undefeated this
On Colby's next'' sorios,";mey ;'bffense ' :c6ii-: ' v season , are ranked first .in New England and
tinuOd to move at willpn the usually steadfast
sixth ' nationally, for Division Thrj-e-schools; ;
Bobcat defen_e.jFrom their own 24 yard line, J: They are strong both offensively ^rid deferithe Mulek bulldozedi their way to the Bates 15; , sively and play in front of partisan crowds
before the Bobcats'began to regain their form
that numb'er over 10,000; a tough challenge for
of games, past! After dropping Quarterback ,; 1. tho ,wp„ and coming Mules. Yet .they are
Sears for:.--a '"13i loss, M i Mules fake field goal - beatable eoiriments tri-captaih George Dblari;
attempt; was - aborted,'an d the Bobcatsof-Jtook j ^ •'We're lobkirigto^ard a 6-2 season and we're
possessioni ©( both the ball , and ,the flo^ the
going to be very, high for thi- game. A lot of
Tjjm&^ 'A^PA
our kids are from the Boston area and want to
A s-yen play, 53 yard scorlrig.drive vvhlch'Jj playjweil'ih frorit/c. " their follb^er_\,'y ','iri
'quartor,' gave ,J addltibn;f' comments .D'oid^
cdfrf&ludod ' at 0:59
fb r;of the second
;
Bates"the iea^
Hayhes one y mey.' arergoiri^ t^
gop(l.;
A-J£ralg
an
yard 'sj^dsK dfa second Sarason conversion
would be a inlstakelv In'bther words; It 'would
provided thb Bbbcais with a 14-7 lead and oM a be a major upaot if the Mules were able to
the ¦offenseP that
they would n^edj that,;af*;-'-' defeat, the Jumbos yet a possibility' which Is
ternoori, • .P.¦::-:J; ¦-PpP / PA' P / A -jj ;--!:-; PP ¦'! ' 'a; 'j;. within reach of Uiisyear'ssqiiad/ . AP;i'P l , I'

Halloween? No, it s leading scorer TomBetro who scored the overtime goal vs.M.I.T.

Awaiting A Bid ?

In their final home game of the regular
season, the Colby Mules defeated a scrappy
Bates squad 2-0 last Wednesday here at Loebs
field. Dan Roy and Eliot Pratt both scored
unassisted goals in the second half to help
record the team's seventh win against only
three Josses and a tie,. Goalie Bill Moorman
carried hislourth shutout of the season as the
team prepared for its final game against the
Engineers of MIT.
. The gamej against MTT proved to be
somewhat of a thriller ^with the winning goal

coming just two minutes before the final
whistle. Tom Betro finally scored his eighth
goal of the year (tying last seasons mark
during regular season) -at 7:56 of the second
overtime period. The game had .been fairly
evenly matched until that point. Dan Roy on
an assist from Eliot Pratt scored the first goal
after 16 minutes, but that goal was annulled
when Dave Montague equalized the score
three minutes before half-time.
In the second half , Colby went ahead again,
this time on a goal by freshman Mark
Schafer. Schafer was assisted by Howie
Emmons who has been in the right place at
the right time -on several occasions this
season. However, the lead was shortlived as
Jay Walsh scored on an assist from Bill Uhle
to send the game into overtime.
With about two minutes of the second
overtime period remaining, Betro, on an
assist from Dick Muther pushed the winning
goal past George Kraynak, the MIT goalie!
By proving victorious in their final two
"must-win" games, the Mules have
reasonable grounds for satisfaction. Yet, with
an overall record of 8-3-1, tiie Mules are unsure of their chances for this year 's postseason tourney chances, which., at this
moment stand at 50-50.
Colby 's return to grace this year has been a
painstakingprocess and as yet is still far from
complete. At the moment , the defending
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
Division II-III Champions are anxiously
awaiting this years playoff bids. Should they
be extended a bid, the Mules know that to
succeed in what should prove to be a tournament of high quality, they will need to reach
and maintain the high levels of technique and
organi-ation which thus far have only been
spasmodic features of this year's team.

¦f
Quarterback Frank Sears was named to
the ,7th weekly EC AC All-star teamfor
his performance vs.P Trinity.two vteeks ago
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Continue
ToRiin Well

J
by Kevin Fahey
. . '
The Men 's cross-country squad has been
very successful during the past two weeks.
The team has run very well at both the Maine
State Championships (10-20) and at the
Easterns (10-27) : These successes are indicative of the imprbvemerit of the team over
thepast several years.
On Saturday, October 20, the harriers ran in
the I2th annual Maine Cross-Coimtry
Championships, and had their best showing in
several years as they took second place in the
team scoring.
/
.
This year's meet was held oh the maze-like
5-mile course at Bates. The course included
the added obstacle of the Bates and WPI
football teams on the last 200 yards.' In addition to Colby and Bates, the other teams in
this year's meet were Bowdoin, :USM,
and
'- '" _ :- ":" -,.- .. '
uMpi- ' '
Tom Rooney of Bates took first place by
covering the course in 25:35:8. Bates took 5 of
the top 7 places to win with a low score of 21.
The first Colby finisher was Todd Coffin with
a time of 26:11 in the 5th place. Colby put one
more runner hi the top 10 as Kelly Dodge
finished 10th in 26:52. '
Jon Bees ran his best race of the season to

finish 13th in 27:12. , Bees was crucial to

Ckilby's defeating Bowdoin;as he-finished
betweeritheir2nd and 3rd meiikj J ", \ P j
Phil Hough and Dan Ossoff rounded out the
scoring for Colby as they finished 16th and
17th respectively. Hough ran the course in
27:24 wltSOssoff just bhe second behind him.
Freshman Tom Ahern showed what
potentialhe has by finishing in the top 7 for the
first time, Tom ran a strong race in 28:02
finishing 20th overall and6th for Colby.¦¦'¦¦{.
The final score of the meet was Bates 21,
Colby 56, Bowdoin 62, USM 123;and UMPI 139.
This past Saturday saw.the Mules finish
third out of 14 teams at the Eastern Intercollegiate - Athletic Association Championships. This meet was held on the fast 5mile course at Franklin Park in Boston.
Dave Stalters of the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy was the first man to cross the finish
line with a time of 24:30.
The first sColby harrier to finish was Todd
Coffin in the. 11th spot at ,25:28. Coffin has
consistently been . the ' nurnber one man for
i 'iP .
Colbyall season, y y
Bill McCuUy ran a gutsy race as he booted
across the line in 25:45 to firiish 15th. McCully
was followed Closely by Dan Ossoff In the 16th
behind
spot. Kelly Dodge was only a few yards
Ossoff as he finished 19th overall. '' ¦J.'A
; Tom - Ahera .proved his; strength for the
second Week in a row as Colby 's fifth man.
Ahern crossed the line 26th overall in .26:21.
Jon -Bees finished 34th overall.!Phil Hough
fpllbwedlater'in the38th spot; ' . '. .,, , .
[ This Saturday the Mules will, be back at
Frahkiin Park for the New England . CrossCountry Charripionships.' ' i? ;

Women Run Out Season
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• Although we at JOSEPH'S hope that the
Colby Mules can beat Tufts and Bowdoin and
come out with a winning season, we're getting
ready,for - you guessed it - hockey!,We hope
that Colby will come out in full force to support both its Men 's and Women 's Ice Hockey
teams and want' to let everyone know that
JOSEPH'S is the place to get your CCM and
Cooper equipment. We sell, fit, service, and'
tune equipment. SPECIAL THIS WEEK CCM tacks withTo'uk blades for just $99,00,
For the skiing crowd, a Rossignol ski rep
will be at JOSEPH'S from 4:30 to 5:30 today
(Thursday) to answer any questions you
might have. JOSEPH'S carries Olin arid
Rossignol skis in great quantities so stop in I
Additional bargains this week', Sorrel boouj
'- $55.00 and Warm-Up suits for 20 percent off*
Colby students get a 10 percent discount so be
sure and make-JOSEPH'S (Main , St. Fairfield) yourheadquarters; for spprtlnggoodsl
'I This is a p aid advertisement,- .y' p AA'
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; In their final home match of the season two
the
weeks ago,the Colby Ruggers subrnerged
Seamen jef J .Maine Maritime" ¦ 20-O. ,An
aggressive!and determihed Colby club continually shelled the Middies offensively and
made it clear that the Seamen
should¦ stick to
theMgh seasV' 'i - iMi iJi[i ; imi j -iMi ' J;...;
':' - ' - . ..- '
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In their next to last game bf/flle year, this
past Saturday,J;the Ruggers trayelied to
Concord, New Hampshire, expecting a tough,,
low-scoring contest,' but^carrie. away with a
convincing 34-6 thrashing of meir opponents.
. The ruggers played their best game . of the
season. The forwards dominated the5 scrums, .
whtie the backs worked together niCely,' like
clockwork. Outstahding performances came
from Brad Richards, scoring^^ three times and
three kick' ^conversionsj Taking j over :the .
cruci al posit ion of scrum h alf , who acts as the
link between the forwiards arid - the backsMark Gavoni played a superb game, arid also
- - . '" added a try for the ruggers.
the
Concord
squad
scored ,,
Even though
first; the ruggers came right back. Colby V
managed to keep the momentum with- inspired running by Toiri Daley, scoring two
times,J one of which came after 'running a
tight-rope down the side-lines,; As a final blow
to Concord, Bobby Davidson finished another
a dive across the
day of powerful running
¦"- ' : with
try line. ¦:"'
'; ' "¦ - • ' -. :-. ' . ;;" ' - - ' '
' The. ruggers showed great improvement
against Concord, but more than that, the team
'. played .cleanly even after Concord resorted to
dUrty-playf The ruggers furineled their.' anger
into" harder blows after a Concord rugger took
a couple of swings at Rod JMarshall. The
scrum blew right over Concord, letting them
know their dirty antics would riot shake them. ;
Keith Davis had a- good day at hooker with
good support from John Fleurlage. - y
^
- The ruggers hope to continue this fine play C
finish
off
their
season
this
Saturday
when they
against Bowdoin. The ruggers would like to :.
see everyone out at Bowdoin Saturday to
cheer them on. Take it to 'em, ruggers.

by Sarah Lickdyke
The Colby Women suffered two defeats this them to shoot with ease on Colby 's goal ; Jeffra
past week to close out their initial season with iBeckneli once again proved irivaluabie,
a disappointing i-7 mark. The women's first stepping 19 of 24 BC shots; BC tallied four ;
one in the second
game of the week vs. Bowdoin began well, as goals in the first half , and
Err_it
*managed;tb;net
Mary
before
halfback
Debbie Ward, assisted-by freshman Lauren
by Beth Ellis, £)
one
fpr
Colby.
iShewas
assisted
Watson, scored 5 minutes into the match. The *
strong
A
small
field;
a
team,
arid insurprised Bowdoin team evened the j score
,
combined
.to
frustrate
refereeihg
sufficient
soon" afterwards on a Jessica Birdsatt tally at
Onei
BC
goal,
during
women;
scored
Colby
the
12:05 of me half. Birc-sallja lethal offensive some confusion
about a side-linewhistle, was
weapon, went on to net ;three more for ^heatedly
; debated;
Thb;^^ 'ensuihg break in the ,
but
was
unable
throughout
the
game,
Bowdoin
furtherdenibrallzedttie Mu^
/
to score again. Heleii Nablo put in one more play
Colby
fired
up
briefly
following
Ernst's
for Bowdoin late in the second half, uppirig the goal but was , unable to mount anything
,
final score to 5-i. Colby goalie Jeffra Becknell substantial,
earlier effort, gave her
20 shots she all she neededastoEC's
played well, turning hack 15of the
'*<
:
record
victory. .;.'. ¦:
had to face. Jy.J^ y-.yJ j / A j - : J- J- - - * J • • " ' . '
; loss, broughta 5-1
s
final?
the
women
The
BC
'
Commented Coach Steve Knight on the
to 1-7. Six of those losses were to teams
day's perfbrmance.y MThe fact that we have , record
that
will
be competing in the New England
developed to the point of being able to play Championships.
In; terms of competition
along "with Bowdoin shows bur improvement; Colbyyplayed ; a brutal
for : a new
Our biggest lack now is;a consistant scorer on team; The briei iwiri, a! 5-2schedule
victoiy
over
Bates,
the
and
'
^¦A
mefonvard lirie'.^ . :j 'JJ j - j y week;AiPPP -,- was againstithe^hiy team on the schedule
" In "their se^b^ buffrig of
last
compared to Colby's In experlericet ;J ; y
of the season, Colby ;found themselves' up that
,
Said Coach K*iightr "You^
against a strong Boston College squad which •^ist
form a team and compete with schools
completely overran the Mules in what could that have been competing
well have been the "worst game
¦ of the year.
learh. eyerythirig in b
The;'Mules;:went into the contest lacking YouJdohH
",'a^ ;hard schedule, but we;learned
had'
momentum,' and not till the final minutes rriore by playing these mor'e skilledjt etims
were able to play some good soccer,; :
tlian we ever would have against teams closer
~
BC consistantly beat Colby to the ball, to our level^ This l-7: season has been' much
contrdled the midfieid, arid repeatedly more successful than a^ 7-1 one against lesserpenetrated the Colby defense, thus enabling teams." J'. ' . " -;v J. ; ;., - - . a; A' - ii , AA'' y' .J ' ;v :
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If you're drinking,
what 's the difference anyway?
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by Ron Krevat
competing.'. Bowdoin proved victorious with 41
Oyer the past two weeks, the WomCn's
points, UMO finished with 50, Bates came,
Cross Country team finished out their season
last, with 71
next with 53, and Colby..- finished
by competing in the New England Cham.v -.--.
=: -pionships and in the State Meet held here this ' points.
Bowdoin's Joan Benoit glided to another
past Saturday.
first-place finish by running the-3.1-riiile
In the New England's; freshman Ann
course in 18:46; Colby's Giriny Lowe finished
CuUenberg continued to run well as she
five places behind Benoit, in 20:3_: The other
finished fortieth out of two hundred com- " Colby runners were Karen Sondergeld, who
petitors. The meet was held on the fast 3.1- finished thirteenth, Eleanor .Campbell, who
.
mUe University of Venhbnt course:;
came in sixteenth, Mari Samaris, who took
Bowdoin's Joan Benoit won the meet, but
seventeenth; /Roberta ' Bloom;!: who finished
University of Massachusetts-Amherst took
nineteenth, Diane Zavotsky, who captured
the team title. UVM -inished in second, while
twenty-fourth place, and Kathy Menard, who
Colby took eighteenth place out of the twentytook twentyrseventh . place. Twenty-eight
eight schoolscompeting. / '
runners competed;
J/
Following Ann for Colby were Ginny Lowe,
weather, Colby fans camp
ChUly
Despite
the
who finished seventy-eighth, Karen Sonout in large numbersto cheer on their runners
dergeld, Eleanor Campbell, Marl Samaris,
during the squad's only home meet of the.
Roberta Bloom, and Margeret Klaussen.
season. "We appreciate me support of
The meet, probably the girls' biggest of the
everyone on campus," commented Eleanor
season , had not only more harriers than the
.- . "' • "" '' - .
Campbell; ';
''' -i.JJ- j -J.
NESCACS two weeks ago, but better runners
This meet marked the end of Colby's cross
competing. Said Colby harrier Mari Samaris,
c
o
untry season, with which Coach Cote was
"It was a good experience to race against the
quite
pleased. "The runners workedhard, and
best runners in New England."
it payed off in the competition." Commented
In their final meet this past Saturday, and
Cote, "This season's eff ort was part of ,a
their only home meet on the year, th e women
building process that should bring Colby 'to
fi nished fourt h out of th e f our state teams
the top'in the future."
-
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PA. GHosi¦ Story

the window-seat.
"You see," I explained, "I don't want to get "
it wetv and I suppose ajo ggy affair like you
isn't perfectly anhydrous,;"7* "
At that final word a sudden change came
An excerpt from a book entitled Colby Stories by Herbert Carlyle Libby, class of 1902
over him. He wobbled , as if a breeze had
fact ancestors, and vowed with all the struck him, the entire apparition grew fainter
through the process for the metals of Group
This room, though it had one of the best
strength of my will^that I would not be and the blazing eyes faded with' a look of
locations in the division, had been unoccupied . H; I had missed many of them, received a
terrified by anything so unreal as a ghost. As
terror. That word hit him somewhere, I
wettdeserved and characteristic rebuke in
ever since I entered college; and year in,
I
asked
my
reflected. Chemistry! The inspiration struck "
soon
as
I
could
steady
my
voice,
year out, it had collected trunks, -broken
consequence, and at last crawled out into the
if
he
with
a
feeble
attempt
at
a
sneer,
me full blast, and I asked him with a grin,
visitor,
fresh air, saturated with ftones of hydrogen
furniture, old-mattresses and dirt, until it was
clankirig-chain
act
rather
think
this
what
made him "evaporate to one-third of his
didn't
sulphid, smelling and feeling very like a bad
literally full of rubbish. V
framer
obsolete?
bulk. " He had just started one of his
*
egg. I was tired, discouraged, and disgusted. I
The roorii had the reputation of being
days
of
castles
and
knock-out
the
"These
aren't
groans in self-defence , - . but it
decided that I needed diversion, so I donried
"hoodooed," among the!hoys, but little was
¦¦»
espostulated.
"Now
a
real
I
dwindled
off
into a distressful moan.
dungeon-keeps,"
my war paint and WentcaUing.
said on the subject as no one cared to be
you
like
an
up-to-date
wheel,
"Aw,
up-to-date
ghost,
infantile!"
I snorted contemptously,
During this performance I was called upon
regarded as superstitious; they merely said
chainless."
be
"I
call
that
bad
work,
know,
ought
to
" I continued with a
hostess,
that there was something unhealthy about the
to admire the new chafing-dish of my
most annihilating drawl. Now theghost was
The ghost looked huffyJand replied in a
roorii, as no one had stayed in it-long, and so it ¦ and forthwith I was made the smiting but
sepulchral tone that he supposed that was the victim, and he had become so faint as to be
¦:.- " unwilling victim of her first Welsh rarebit.
lay neglicted,
what
all self-respecting ghosts were ac- scarcely visible. I even pitied him, and ofA Freshman, however, "bought it and furJ This was of the delicate consistency of a
customed
to do, and he thought he dit it pretty fered him my favorite briar pipe to help him
nished it upon entering college, but after the : rubber door-mat, but I dared not refuse and
seeing
he hadn't been in the business ten regain his density. He lighted the pipe with
well,
returned to the Bricks .with inward
first week hurriedly moved out and could
years.
He
admitted
that it was rather in- trembling fingers and dropped the burnt
misgivings.;
scarcley be persuaded to enter the door
convenient
hauling
the
chain around, but match to the floor.
my
darkness
of
room
As
I
stumbled
into
the
again. I liked the location of- the room and
asked
me
what
I
thought
of his groan, and
"Don't you know," I fairly yelled at him,
I remembered that my lamp was empty, and
when I wanted to movein the spring, bought it
promptly
shot
off
one
for
my
edification.
"that
the man who throws a match on the
that I had failed to borrow any oil in the
from the Freshman, who had offered it at a
floor
is
a Bungler? " A scarcely audible moan
ear
never
heard
such
a
sound
;
fien,Human
division as my credit was bad; so I sank into
very low figure. Before the transaction was
were
rolled
dish
hatred
and
utter
despair
of
anguish
was the only response, and the pipe
my,armchair facing the windows and gazed
complete, however, his sense of honor immy
blood
together
in
a
groan
that
froze
and
dropped
from
his ghostly fingers. "That'll do,
trees,
at
a
through the swaying foliage of the
pelled him to tell me solemnly that the room
nearly
my
shattered
nerves.
thanks!"
I
shouted in stern exultation.
at
me
sleepily
couple
of
arc
lights
that
blinked
was haunted.
When
I
recovered
I
stammered
,
"Next,
pi--"
that
the
but the ghost had feebly
from
beyond
the
crossing.
I
reflected
sen"Rats, or B.B's? " I inquired.
groan was a good one, but he'd better save flickered and vanished, and the next I heard
timentally that "she'' wore a very becoming
"No, no, ghosts, as I live," he answered
it, then, in a burst of vexation, said that I was a pounding upon the door, as I struggled
dress that evening, and then I thought of the
with a look of terror. "It groans, and—Gad,
wished
he would dispense with the groan as for consciousness with the . sun shining
rarebit,- with a pang,- and remembered sadly
it's awful!" he added with a shudder.
well,
and
asked why in thunder he didn't rest brightly on the trees outside my window.
the
Jamaica
ginger
bottle
stood
empty
on
that"
Now my ancestorswere hard headed tillers
in
peace,
instead of annoying people at
The fellows who roomed above me wanted
how
long
I
sat
there
the
shelf.
I
don't'know
of the soil, who believed implicitly in the
unearthly hours, and gave him to understand to know what made me so infernally noisy
storing dreamily out on the campus when a
articles of the Baptist faith , the Republican
that the ghost business itself was out of date last night and advised me to take the pledge. I
misty something formed around the two lights
party, and the Zion's Advocate, but they were
anyway.
,
did, to forever abstain from Welsh rarebit, but
which now glared on my startled vision like
not given, to belief in the supernatural. I had
"if
can't
rest,"
saidhe,
mournfully,
"My
life
said nothing of my experience. I browsed
fearful eyes. Then a nebuloushuman figure
paid no attention.to the foolish legends that
was
a
terrible
tragedy."
Then
he
went
on
to
around the Library that afternoon, and looked
became more arid more distinctly visible,
the room had collected along with its dirt and
say
that
this
was
his
old
room
in
college
and
,
up thoroughly the history of 'Steen, North
sitting
in
my
window-seat
directly
opposite
rubbish, and promptly laughed at ihe poor
he intended to haunt it whether I liked it or College.It appeared that several years ago, a
me.
Freshman to scorn, and told him that if the
not. I invited him to go to - well, where he fellow had died there in the spring of his
Then there was a slow, ponderous clank of
ghosts were thrown in, I'd take the room at
came from, but the hint was wholly ignored. Junior year and since then the room had not
'
chains, and then a most indescribably
the price agreed upon.
Then,
with a malicious glance of those flaring been popular. I found hisname and learned,
horrible groan burst from the shadowy figure
The first few evenings spent in my new
eyes,
he
let off another of his fiendish groans. as I expected, that he had elected the spring
before me. My hair stood stiffly erect and a
quarters were peaceful enough, and I
That
nearly
finished me, and when I caught Chemistry.I understood;
chill sweat of tenor oozed from every pore.
congratulated myself on the bargain I had
my
breath,
I
hurriedly changed the subject
I have never been disturbed since that
It
was
ghost
at
last
!
made. One hot, tedious afternoon had melted
and
asked
him
if
he
would
just
as
soon
sit
night,
and when, the Freshman asked
frightened
to
too
was
For
a
few
moments
I
into evening before I left my work in the
somewhere
else,
as
on
favorite
cushion
on
my
anxiously
if I had seen the ghost, I answered
thought of my matter-ofmove a muscle, but !
laboratory. I had bungled and slopped
oracularly that I had "laid" it.
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Announcements
. .TheForrest E. Goodwin Prizes
Open to all Colby students. A10 to 15minute
speech relating to the general topic of "1979,
the winter of America discontent."
Prospective contestants should register at
the English Department desk, north wing 2nd
'_ . - •¦
floor of Miller Library.. . . .
Finals: 4:30p.m. Monday, Dec! 3rd. The
finals will be limited to six contestants for
each contest.
Registration deadline:
Tuesday,. Nov; 21st. If preliminaries are
required, they will be announced in the
JECHO. ,

_____

Today is the last day to buy Sugarloaf
passes-for half price $157.50 : Come to the
"Outing Club room 6:30 and 7:30 tonight or see
Tim Hunt ext. 545or Brick Moltz ext. 556.
'Flu' Shots are ."IN" this year. They are
available on all Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. in
the Walk-In (Nurse'sRoom) at the Inflrriiary,
2nd-floor, Garrison-Foster Health Center. No
appointment is necessary from now until
exams begin, December 7th.
The charge this year is $2.00, which is a
reduction from last year. We do try to fight
inflation ! Students, faculty ~and staff and
spouses (active or retired) are eligible.
SELF DEF ENSE SKIL LS AND RAPE
DISCUSSION on Wed., Nov. 7, 7:00pm in the
Robbins Room. '
unnMaHlBan xa-

The International Relations Club is hosting
the Peking Opera Troupe, here at Colby on
November 17. More details on this in future
issues.
IRC Discussion on Korea
The International Relations Club will
sponsor a discussion session on the situation
in Korea since the death of President Park, on
Thursday, Nov. 1st in the Dana dining hall
conference room at 5:00 PM. Other IRC
eventsfor the rest of the semester following:
Thursday, Nov. 8, Professor Miller will give
a slide show and talk on the Soviet Union.
(Time and place to be announced)
Wednesday November. 14th, two speakers
representing the opposing views in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia will speak at different times
on the same day in Smith, Robins and Hurd
Rooms in Roberts Union, (time to be announced)
Saturday, Nov. i7th at 8 PM in Strider
Theater, the International Relations ClubCultural Life will present "An evening of
Peking Opera" by the Peking Opera Company
of New York.
Saturday, December 1st, the International
Relations Club Banquet ( time and place to be
announced)
New Group Jan Plan in Photography
No. 52 Photography

.. The Hannibal Hamlin Prize for Freshman
An 8 to 10 minute speech on'a topic of the
student's own choice. A judicious use of notes
is permissible. Contestants are asked to
defend a clearly stated point of view on a
worthwhile topic of current interest J Note
that the Hamlin competition is open only to
Freshman students. .
A "Student Primary Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is, sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation and
needs assistance should call the infirmary at
extension 231 or call the emergencyextension
347. After you call the health center student
EMT or' an ambiiulance will be radio
dispatched to your location, as the nurse
deems necessary.
Chain scholarships are awarded to college
students for-use during their Senior year. To
be eligible/students must require financial
assistance in order to complete their college
educations, and not plan graduate study.
Each year a number of chain scholarships are
granted , to students in all fields of study.
Awards are limited to US citizens. High
academic standing is hot a requirement for
eligibility.
Scholarships may be awarded Up to $200 per
month for a maximum period 6f ten months
For further information , visit the Financial
Aid Office.
Distaff is sponsoring a chartered bus trip to
Boston, November 3, for shopping, museum
hopping, or sight-seeing. October 22 is the.
deadline for reservations, and fare is
round trip. The bus will leave JFK parking lot
at 7:00 a m and return about 11:00 p.m.
Arrival time at Quincy Market in Boston will
be approximately 11:00 a.m. The return trip
will leave Boston at 7 p.m. Checks must accompany reservations and may be sent to
Carol Rohrman, 1 Grouse Lane; Waterville.¦-,
Students, faculty, and staff are invited to!
on a first conic, first
make reservations
served basis.• ' ¦. '•
Distaff is an informal " organization for
women associated with Colby, either staff or
spouses of staff members, active or emeritus
faculty wives and women professors.

Al Cwe y

M usic Center
"E VE R YTHIN C IN M US IC "
99 Miin St.

872-3622

¦_-_-_-_ ij ^_
-_ i)j-_--------_----^w_-_-5^_-_ -----

B9BH WAIITED

Instructor : RoseMarasco
Sponsor: Margaret Miller
Each student should -have use of a fully
adjustable camera with exposure meter for
the duration of the program.
Instruction fee: $40
' Materials fee: $25
$85 Includes everything but film
Limit: 30 students
i,<

Blues Extra vaganza Monday Nov , 5, 8:0010:00 WMHB - 91,5 F.M. with special guest
D.J. Buffalo Bob! Don 't miss it.
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Colby has officialexchange programs with
Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, and
with . Howard University, Washington, D.C.
This opportunity is open to sophomores and
juniors j on a one semester basis. Anyone
interested should contact Mrs. Betts Kiralis,
Eustis 205- (Ext. 584) or Professor Jonas
Rosenthal, Lovejoy 308 (Ext. 370), riot liater
than Noveriiber 15.

INTERESTED
IN
HOSPITAL
VISITATION? Students who may be interested iri visiting patients in Mid-Maine
Medical Center (Thayer and . Seton Units)
under the auspices of- the officer of the
Chaplain of the Hospital are asked to contact
Chaplain Longstaff; (by campus / mail or by
telephoning x340) to indicate their interest. If
sufficient interest is found, Chaplain Brewster
from the Hospital will come to Colby^tp explain the training and visiting opportunities
¦' .
wfoch he will provide..
.

SEXUALITY SYMPOSIUM, November 1
and 2 -«at UMO. Workshops on sexuality,
relationships, men's; consciousness raising,
gay relationships, and...sexual identity;y;Fpr .
more information, call Jane Schwartz, Health
Associate at X245. J-

''

On Monday, November 5,- Kuarig Mei,
Asian-Scholar-in-residerice, is to give a major
lecture at 8pm in the Robinson Room of Miller
Library. Look for details in next week's Arts
\. ..-..' ¦ ; section.

Library Tower Tours will . be given on
November 11th, Freshman Parent's Weekend
from 10AM to, 5 PM. Ticketsywill be 50 cents
each, in advance, to benefit SPECS.-Tickets
are limited and will be sold Nov. 6th through
9th outside the Dining Rooms during dinner.
"
Get yours early!

Plans are being made for a Bonfire-Rally
Nov. 9, Friday, to stimulate "rowdiness"
amongst the Colby Community before the
Bowdoin football game Sat. at 1:30.;A list of
events is in the process of being arranged,
including an effigy burning, cheers, hot cider,
an introduction of the Colby football team by
Coach . Kopps, and a race bff-the:field appearance by the Colby Mule. Invitations have
been sent to the faculty and president; all are
encouraged to come and cheer - regardless of
lung strength. The rally is being sponsored by
the Colby Newman's Club but any group interested is welcomed to help. Keyes Fiber has
generously donated the wood for the bonfire
(so leave the furniture in the library Lambda
-; -. J
Chi )' .- . - - .' -- ' - . - ¦ "J • '-

A continental "Study Abroad Night" will be
held Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 9:00 p.m. in Dana
Lounge. Interested freshmen and sophomores
are invited as well as seniors who have
returned from study in Europe (all countries
J J
but the British Isles).
jy
Attention Joggers:
The Student Activities Office is starting a
"Jogging Pool" for those enthusiasts who
would like to find someone to jog with. Wewill
keep a . card file at Roberts Desk with the
name and extension of. each student jo gger
and the time that they usually jog: If you jog
regularly, come fill out a card at the Student
Activities Office. If you have any questions,
please contact Beoky Rogers at the Student
Activities Office, Roberts, x 295;
' All Crib Notes and Announcemen ts

- Preliminary Meeting- for Maple Syrup
Producing Weds. Nov. 7, 7:00 p.m. 2nd floor
Roberts - Come and hear about Spring Maple
Sugaring here on¦ campus - All students
' - —- -;
welcorne.
J-~ ~ 'PP :
must be submitted to the ECHO " J

office in Roberts Union before Monday evening

Religious Life At Colby

Friday, Nov. 2

Colby Christian Fellowship
Chapel Lounge
Guest : Doug Calhoun of IVCF
11:00 AM Chapel Choir Rehears al
Saturday , Nov. 3
' .
Lorimer Chapel
Catholic Mass
9:45 AM
Sunday ¦, Nov. 4
y -Xorirher Chapel \ ,
y J'' j j j y ;
A-. - . — J
11:00 AM M orning Worship Service
Lorimer Chapel
j
World-Wide Communion
y Rev. FrV David GlendennJng ,
Rect or of St. Mark 's E piscopa l¦ ¦
'/¦ '. - ' . ' '¦ ¦' . ' -. ' ' ".. Church ,
.. "- ¦' j ;" • ' ." v ' ¦*=
j
;
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:

One
- 19.95
GreenPair Zebra
akeet Finches
¦11.99 each
Par

,\ Colby checks no problem
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EXPEDITION RESEARCH^ INC. Keeps
files and acts as a placement agency
for those
talented people interested inVarious sorts of
expeditions'around..the wprld ^ ff
permanentp/«itibn^hut also£ta %r%rin J
breakj an^ vacati
j ^rtonityfor
^-^
¦ ~: ' -\
inT-bvejoy-loV-

jyRESUMEWORKSHOPS -Today at 2:30 and
next Wednesday at 6:00 p.m.. Come to either
one for, help in developing your resume.
Today's workshop is in Lovejoy 109, next
Wednesday's willbe in Lovejoy 109.
& Want to workbn a SAILING SCHOOLSHIP?
The Flint School, which maintains 156' and
173' "school ships," is looking for crew to be
trained to teach elementary and high school
academics. Cruising includes Scandinavia,
northern Europe' and the 1 Mediterranian.
Twelve month Job. No experience necessary.
A bit more information and the address in
Lovejoy 110.
'__
Residents of WESTCHESTER COUNTY.
There is graduate scholarship money
available for those of you going on to study in
social welfare or health. More information in
the Career Planning Office.'

\P JANUARY J GRABS! J -toterested: • m
TEACHING^ IN JJ RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM? The Cape Cod
Outdoor Education Center is looking for/staff
to teach m environriiental stupes , Mid-March
through Mid-June. Find
¦ ¦ out more in Lovejoy
110. J .yPA: i-i "..;-j;., ' ;. ¦' . ';y ,j vJ ;JJ .y - : AyA'^Iriforriiation on the Lyndon B; Johnson
School of PublicAffairs has just arrh-edyyl

Crib Notes

SALE!
Discwasher Systems$11.95
Discwasher D3 Fluid Refills $1:25
The $365 system:
¦
Technics SA80Receiver
Technics SPB2 Turntable
Acutex M306II Cartridge
APARTMENT HOUS E FO R SAL E, 2
BMI-2B Speal:family - 5 rooms and bath upstairs - 6 rooms All equipment is new, fully guaranteed, and
and bath downstairs, 2 car garage -3 glassed
delivered to your room. To order, for more
in porches - paved drive, $50,000; 4 percent -, information, or to talk, call: Rich Secor,
$35,104.77 assumable mortgage, 80 Summer Woofer Hi Fi, 872-7582 or drop a note in Box
:
Street , Waterville, call 87245439.
1374. Rembember: I will try to beat anyone's
APARTMENT FOR RENT First floor - 6
rooms and bath - garage - glassed in porch,
$225.00 a month 7 ; plus;utilities J security
deposit $225.00, ho pets r 80 Suriinier Street,
Waterville, call 872-5439. ,

Wanted: Furnished house or large apartment
to rent for four people, Jan -May. Call Jane or
Mary at x596, or Mark or Haluk at x463.

J RECRUITE-RS ON CAMPUS - Sign up now
" ' A
in Lovejoy 110. -

collegiate crossword

35 —- vous plait

42
43
•44
47
48
49
50

Miss Rogers
Vandal , at times
Miss Berger
Not-so-commoii contraction
40 .
jockey ¦ ¦ ¦ '

41
45
46
...

•2
3
4
5
6
7
8
"
9
10

©Ed ward Julius

Collegiate . CW79-3

¦
19 Initial¦ s after a '..
¦
¦

11
12
13
15

-,

29 Faeroe whirlwinds
ACROSS ,
' ' proof ' ' " • ' .
30 Part 'of T.G.IVF.;.
1 One who preys on
et al.
20 Berg 'en Count y,
emergencies
31 "—- Pinafore "
, N.J.,. borough . - . 10 Mouth part
;. 22 Summary
34 Rich , patterned
14 Utmost respect
silk fabric
2*4 Put -— (stop)
¦
15 Neighbors of. radii:
25 French states -: .-v .-35.Take to the
¦
16 Math, process
26 Acquires feathers
cleaners ., ,-. .
¦ 3 6 Moorish kingdom of
17 Port on Shatt-el •
for flying
.r
old Spain
J
C Arab
. 27 Soaks- flax :;.. .'J
.- ,. 37 Po.oh' s creator , . . .
18 Patriotic organiza- 28 Where carhops
¦
' ,38 Cat species ' -;
"" ¦ - ,
. flon; (abbr.) •
.work ¦ '
¦ ¦
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"The Tempest"
Clever comeback'
Gluttonizes
Chemin de .
Dwellers in
17-Acfoss
Heads of. France
Oklahoma city
Business school subject,.- for short
Gambling resort
¦
(2 wds.) . Elevate the spirits

Displaces .
Miss Thomas
Vacuum pack
African women
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21 Cheap' whiskey '.¦
23 Pennies (abbr.)':
o
,^
24; Surveyor ' s instru^
merit
|ft
26 Like some ;cKlcke n,. i <*,
28 Monotonous one
«

30 Constitution men
°
31 "Born Yesterday " : ¦ §
'
¦
star v'.,; '¦ ;-- ' ¦• .'; :¦ *§
,»
32 Famous bullfighter
33. Like , shlsh ke_a-~
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34 Cause for.citation < w
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weekend , with Greyhound. Esqape^ the f - ¦ %
countr y or go see some friends: Just decide v
which escape rdiit6 you want and we'll do
the rest.
\
We'll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. It doesn 't cost
j
,
¦ much anait'll do you :a world of good ,
:...> '.- ; So make the Great Escape this weekehc ^,/.*
with Greyhound.
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Where GI's hang out
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Lesllie Bovee is

DOWN
1 Duke .of Milan in

r

Lost: Small heart-shaped silver diamond
necklace without chain. Extreme sentimental
value. Call Marther at x536.
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_-_.' de ^France
Actress Stevens
Fonda/Nicholson
movie (2 wds.)
Endings for young
and old'-.
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Like much of the
Colosseum
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AffirrriatweAction?
The ECHO is confused. In our Oct. 4 issue, we ran a feature story on Dr. Peter Neumann who
is campus physician while Dr. Dore" is on a one-semester sabbatical. As a result of this
seemingly uncontroversial story a question was raised as to how Neumann -was; hired;
specifically whether Affirmative Action was employed.
"The result of bur atteriipt to clear up the confusion was more cohfiision.
'We researched the
hiring of Neuman, the job of campus physician and the general guidelines of Affirmative
Action. People involved with Affirmative Action and-or Health Care made contradictory
statements concerning Neumann's employee status: does the job of¦ physician fall under.the
'. :
AffirmativeAction"program? .
-J. J
"The discrepancy in opinions among concerned parties focused on whether the position of
campus physician comes under the category of "employee," which would .mandate Affirmative Action, or under the category of independent contractor. Neumann appears to fit the
common law definition of "independent contractor."
At this point the confusion really, starts. - Number one: is Neumann an independent contractor? Number two; to what extent are independent contractors subject to Colby's Affirmative Action Policy? Number three: why is there so much question over how Neumann was
hired? What are the answers to these questions? We don't really know because the answers we
received were conflicting andsubjective .
The need f or clarification is paramount- at this point no definitive statement on the issue can
be made. We believe mat the position of campus physician is a "loophole",in Affirmative
Action - it may or may not be covered, depending on the individual's interpretation
of the
,: :
' ' ¦ y.. . ' ' -* \,
. :

policy.
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by Haluk Gokhan Nural
At last they did that, tooJAt last they at- But until the enemy is found, try to be as£
tacked humanity, too. I don't care about the optimistic as possible Debbie. I try to be "*:
blue light on top of the library anymore; the optimistic. "" Enoch, Keith, John, Sam and .
pleasant songs of the birds have no others are trying to be optimistic although
significance to me because they hit me from many of us are under the great pressure of
my weakest point, They killed my optimism to being named as "minorities," the second
cooperate with them ; I can't communicate class people among the "majority." You
with those ugly values. They assaulted the black friends are said to be inferior because
most sacred—the existence_ of a human being sonie don't have the ability to see your white
' ':
is denied. ;¦
hearts while your blackness penetrates the
• -,..
Beware of the nightmare that I'm talking color of the serpents' hearts; Be patient
about Colby; This is something you, too, have Debbie, because I'm sure atleast 95 percent of
to help me with Riiss, in order to overcome. Colby did-not know that such problems have
Before killing the prejudice crawling among even existed, and although mey :are mostly
you, friends, none of us have the right to be, to slow to react, they will react in the strongest
exist, to drink with great ecstasy next way to this incredible attitude that several of :
Saturday night j
their "friends ' - have. Friends of "minorities"
Debbie has been physically and morally and justice.Jyour strength will help everybody .
threatened, friends. She can not feel secure burn the evil;
-^J '^' -- -v ' j - : v P
even in her own room; she can not go down- jTbelieyej Colby will not just drink to forgetrstairs alone to call her family who is waiting these problems. Nobody will disregard this
for hbr call with anxious hearts , Debbie had call for hUffiarittyj Som
on!
high hopes before coming to this school as want ; toUsee the \obscen^i worcb ' w
John from Ghana did, as John from Kenya Debbie!s. doorgSpmebbdy will maybe come to
did. She did not believe that some people here mie and ask why Fm in my room, reading my
minded. She could not imagine that our newspaper orijSaturday nights with a great
"civilized" Colby would have such inhuman pleasure; Tin sure Colby will not be pleas
next year;72 percent of
elements In It. Isn't it true that John did hot •with a freshriieh class
think so either? What do you say about Sam's whom arejj'irom'y. ttewJEnglaiid; After ex- (
eyUj^
notes that are stolen two daysbefore his test; tinguishing the
rdy
Mr. Christiansen*? Is what we are'.tr yihg to d o rwlth^utf^r-ojpe ;'Jj :;ji^ Pyp ';a :^^AA J .
by trying to unitej Colby meaningless, Dick, yj l dotft get any pleasure 'but of the ;birds'
Prill,.; Mar k, " if Colby has such-wretched at- f songs injthe • morningiyp I j don't like ' th erh
titudes iii- it? Dobbie can riot understand what because th ey 're full of joy, rieglectirig bthers
we rr
ieari byfjusitce of peace or any other one whb arei crying out of sorrbwjjl ^e library's
of those idealistic words. Professor Blrge, her blue light does not remind "hierot trie endless;
fury is unfortunately justified. We cannot yoceans anyriiorej because^theJvyaves coyer
their peaceful traj ^uililyly Please help m^
reapecty ou^
these twisted values as an exam-pteyto all b-ick niy prebious-sera
-humanity;'';j .jj¦•':• ¦'¦ • ;;y. ;. '¦ y -¦j ^-vj . jJ':Jij£; , P y • all (if the Debbies'Jsakei fbr humahlty's sake."^
'¦
• ' . ¦¦ ' J'-' -'V '^
was hot open? oh Fria^ynlght. I wasJ
J ' ¦. :• ¦ ¦:' ;¦ y building
To the Editor:Jv [P pP - .J, ;JJ
1
' '
I thought;I might share my Friday night told to come back the"f6ljbwiii^jr ..between ,0,;.
experience at Colby with those.Qf you who are • am -and: 12 h(»ri;jwhen:thet
, '
a A ¦„ ,,
critical ' of Batesfj ^Feeling'.''' . somewhat i ;Wouid,l»bpeh.tj /^ ;;v^j ^
Though; spm^hatj sh^eni I enjoyed-the";
discouraged that, a rihardrback volume of
iSaiiiiSaturdayj mbrhlng E;
Scientific American was .missing f rom the ^^^^^ '^Pot
coiild
hot
arouse
the
masbchiiirn in me to wake
'
Bates library, I ventjj red up to Colby to-sec ;up
¦"
'
jbnd
to,
„tbjf ind', ithat thej
drive
VVatei^iIIe
as
checking;
the Karla Bonoff Concert -tS'lvell
^
out their library, Mbch to my 6_smay; the ' student librarian (etudents-run-the Science
hard-back vblurries; of Scientific Arnericari j llihrary^^ '
ended,
before tho particular ar; c 'liaO-iaM'tp^my^
¦ four years
^educing; the cognitive ^dissonance;
tide - that I wanted;^ Ij tl>en proceeded to; :dif f icultyj-'
'
'
i
.
(y/bw;•
.
;
I
,Vremcmbered
?ia»'So£'^i|blHypf di), \'p|j
locate the article;'^ M^
con fusing ' maze of 'corridprslahd'stoirwaysJj : why you , are here in Lewlaton just keep ^
As It turheq but^sciehce'micrb-ilm wasin tho ;mlnd that we dt^^
Sciencej libra ry;(quite bbvibusly) which wa.'y tharuU C^
p ^ 'PWApy ^
housed...in; a different building^jNeedlessytd :^3 'My
:j CorY)A,v;Cal^njy,j; ?;J ;,j 4,j
say,
I
was
bummed
when
I
discovered
that
tho
*
1
1
¦: .

Linda Cliff ord , William Maley
. ..

Twisted Values

"' ;i ' j -J Jjj y,

A major part of the problem seems to stem from the fact that one person is primarily
responsible for ensuring that Affirmative Action has been followed: the Director of Equal
Employment Opportunity. We have an Affirmative Action Committee but its membership is
imcomplete as of this date, and it has yet to hold a meeting.
The hiring of College employees, including - and in this case especially -. independent contractors, is crucial to the entire community. Therefore, we find,this confusion riot only incomprehensible, but inexcusable. Students have a large stake in the matter of health services
and the College has a responsibility to students to provide the bestpossible medical care.
President Cotter has said he will organize a search committeeif a new doctor is to be hired.
We feel such a search . should_beJmandatory. Student input into this search is of vital importance.
Our Affirmative Action Policy must be redefinedto clearly include and explain the category
of independent contractors. We hope the Affirmative Action Committee takes these issues into
consideration when they begin to rewrite the policy this year.
Our research into the hiring of Dr. Neumann has been very disturbing. A college cannot
operate under such confusion , and we hope this matter isn't indicative of all of Colby's hiring
practices.What is really going on here, anyway?

.-,
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.Letters
To the Editors : •
C$ The administration's lack of .respect for
student* needs was shown once again ^on
Monday night at the campus forum on safety.
" ' The attitude of the panel implied that
students had no real need to question what the
administration was- doing about " campus
safety because -.of the assumption that
everything was being adequately taken care
of despite the facts that,the campus is still in
darkness, there is still not proper security in
the fieldhouse, that there are neve, enough
security guards to, effectively cover the
campus and that the escort service and the
student "marshall program have been underpublicized and generally ignored.
*It was brought out at the meeting that the
buzzer system in the women's locker room is
so placed that there are no buzzers near at
C§and in those very areas where a woman can
be trapped by an attacker. It was also
mentioned that anybody can get into a dorm
like ' "Foss because the fire doors -aren't
secured against being opened from the out-'
- "
side. '
The response of the panelwas lukewarm, or
even more appalling, as typified by the head
of security, seemed to be putting the burden of
guilt on the students.Jeff Gordon's comments
and answers were so phrased that it seemed
almost as if we were to blame. It was like
those in authority were telling students that
they would just have to "live" with the
problems until sbniebody could get around to
them. After all, if only we didn't insist on
using facilities and walking around at ingsonvenient hours, things would be so much
^fasier.
An example of this "student nuisance"
attitude was the stress laid on the ideas that
the escort service (cohsistirig of-2 overworked
seburity guards) wasri't to be used by women
studentsJ unless they* were in;; a Jstate of
physical . hKa^ciiaf iqn^Aand, uriableJ . to
navigate properly; implying^ " ibpth the
- weakness of women students and that to use it
for any other purpose was to;tie up personnel
with something triviai.lj j
Fear . of rape is real and not trivial. In
essence, it seemed as if the students were
being patronized, and patted on the head and
not-taken seriously. It was as if the issue of
campus safety was just a. catchy title to open
me campus forum with. The panel . came
-acrossi as-mostly urfprepared^unerithuisiastic
Mod riot .very responsive to student
questions
', - , '' ;-j- " :
,;..'- ^
and cbmmentej 'J j J
.
How long , db/ we haye "to put up with this
eternally condescending attitude''toward^'Our-'.
opinions and; our needs? Why are we not told
the truth about safety problems on campus?
Whyican^ it be openly ^admitted that membersJof "the"e&riipu- coriimunity as well as
outsiders are responsible J fbrJ the attacks
against women on. ' campus?^Something is'
really wrong here arid ho one wants to discuss
it - will it take an attack that causes grave
injury or«death to get people to take this issue
seriously? Arc we students really seen as
nothing more than transients who pay their
money and are put through without being
allowed to upset the'smooth functioning of the
college? It would seem so, and how sad arid
frustrating that is and how unfair,
/jincerely,
Nue Pierce

rothe Editor:

iri^ other,
letters,"
more ad^^
;sp-iwpri't;pursueitfufthe^
The question that . comes^ tb ; myy mind is
what's
being done about this," byyybu; the
^'
administratibri. Granted we bririgmuchof the
pres&uiresJori vburselyes,- but;college ^liciiespeipetuate Jit; , Youy certairilyy ou^tyto Jbe
trying^to^ind ; outy wh^
ha_ppy;j ^specially ifj^ you yare Jthey corn-;
passionate^ humanlbeings that John "yeilleux
described in last week's ECHO. It ywould
appear that^althpugh,;as a}group, you're not
listening.: FroWdocumented inaction in the:
past as well as in the present, this conduct is
interpretable nOt as a passive inaction but as
an active conscious; refusal to take action on
student grievancesv As former Pres . Strider
so aptly put it, policy '-must beupheld almost
against that j strorig icurrerit Of transience"
(that's us);; ;Its yrnessage is clear: the administrative policyyand. structure are more
important; than the ystudents' ; ' input or
'^transient" -weU-beihg:Jhe facttha. 1208 out
of 1428 students" voted for a referendum
voicing dissatisfaction with the ; credit &
course fequiretnents should have provoked
action on the part of the Colby administration
to amend an already unhealthy situation. No
action has been taken and five years later the
once unhealthy situation has become a
growingcancer. J
Apparently,-we're not getting through to
you; This isn't a transient problem. It has
been contining and growing for .more than five
years. If another primal scream were
organized to pome and blow out your office
windows, would you stick your-heads out and
listen? Probably not; You'd probably appoint
a committee to study the problem?
Sincerely,
Nancy Baker
P;S. Why don't you write back to Wendy and
Gary?

•

y

My first reaction to Gary Kimball and
Wendy Cherubirii's rebuttal to my rebuttal
.was y that I; should "j again ^fute - meir
'arguments; But I have since decided otherwise. This was NOT because I could not refute
their arguments, for I feel I can. The reason I
decided not to was because it is my feehng
that the issue is of interest to only a very tiny
handful of indiyiduals on campus whose main
objective seems to be to make noise for the
sake of making noise, and afurther rebuttal
from me would only encourage them even
more. J j ' ' "V .. , ... ... J "
-\ .' .-• "
I
honestly
believe
that
most
Colby
students
>
are tired of hearing Gary, Wendy, and other
members of the ''New World Coalition" week
after ¦week
criticizing "everything
under tiie
¦
: ' "" j- -' '-. j y: : ¦' ;_;. - '- , ' ¦
sun.'j ;"¦'.
- .' -.;
.
Sincerely,
Chih-ChienHsu
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To theEditor
Terry Srhith deserves a "well done" for .herincisive article^ regarding Maine's besieged
bottle bill (THE ECHO, Oct 25, p. 14). She
sees the jniits and bolts of the issue more
clearly than sbrrie of iis who observe the
benefits of the bill only from the windows of
our cars. She is right when she admits that
th e bill , as it stands, needs much revision.
Undoubtedly many representatives in * the
Maine Legislature would , agree, and we can
be'reasonably confident that the Legislature
will take some action on such a revision, if the
voters will provide an overwhelming mandateon Tuesday, November sixth.
Ms.. Smith's commentary prompts this
reader to offer some transportation to the
polls, from 1:30 to 2:45, on the appointed day .
Please call extention 265. "NO" voters on the
referendum will, of course, have preference
on seat belts.
Ed Witham

¦
To theEditor:
To theEditor : - *;- .. '
I am sure that the vast majority of Colby
My . arrival at Colby was greeted with a students
are all in favor of the bottle bill as it
blast of trumpets and a hundred handshakes now stands
in the state of Maine. Facts and
of multitudinous professors who have since figures are published
retreated to their lairs in anticipation of validity of this action.every day that prove the
another bad Maine winter. As the weather
The first referendum question on next
gets worse I find myself increasingly aware of
week's ballot will ask the voters to agree or
a .number of conflicting opinions whose only disagree
to.repeal this bill.
merits are their disimilar views of the exIt
is
vital
that as many people as possible
v
,
cesses of triviality.
get
out
and
vote
NO to this repeal question,
Hence I arrive at the conclusion of all my
and
we
certainly
that a good number of
an
on
eye
previous .undertakirrgs^with
the Colby people will hope
go
to
the polls and help our
future and my left hand jammed in the door of
;;
cause.
still another pellucid , paradox: linger here ,
Thank you and best wishes.
under the guise of intellectual discretion, or in Sincerely,
the pattern of any number of social deviants,
L. Joly
inject myself headlong into the pack of¦ Robert
Chairman
of the Keep Maine Scenic Comwolves.J JJ .- -J "¦;
- .y.
" . ¦ ¦' ¦ "
mittee
- ' '' ' " ' ¦
It doesn't matter,you say? That's precisely
nay point. Wherever you turn there's another
All letters must be signed and submitted
dead end.. Surely Colby is not . the only
by Monday evening. Names will be withlabyrinthetic institution -in our wellheld upo n request. The Colby ECHO
formulated system of confusion . After all, this
reserves tbe. right to shorten any letter.
is the calculated era of chance, isn't it?
If we receive several letters concerning
one topic of interest , we may print only
Go ahead, laugh at me,
a representative letter. .
Gary Smith'
J :
- *

t

To the Administration : "
This letter is directed-to those of you who
never look out of your window in Eustis to
see the students. Don't take this too literally
because I don't mean to have you gazing; at
theiandscaplng, Iseribusly^
if ahy bfi you do fbraiilhe a
(6tv failj td ;!'i^y)
^
^
suggestionsjof Ithe^{student
b ody;
to Have yoti j
looked at what Colby^dblng lt^studerifety
Students are , spending all \of their time' here ^
either studyingi; or; blowing their brains Out
with various and sundry durgs. It' s driving a>
lot of people u^
jlP the^ pBs^
d^^ihg^bitt^^
campus,,'^
and"!hate thin placed tharil heard Iri all of
Watyear,yTWs^ndaf dlssatisfectlbri has been '. :'i.'< , .->-s.v. ,V,v ;\fi;?.vv :M v'',.i . .'^

SllSflt^iP^

, .¦ I; - ; T- „-. j - j . .y" .: ¦*—¦ *** .

¦
¦
. •*£*___ _ ' '
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Rapproci-iexnent

Prescription
One of the most pressing questions confronting Colby at this moment is her present
and future investment policy, specifically,
whether Colby should elect to divest her
holdings in those American corporations
which have substantial interests in South
Africa. I believe that this question or problem
has but one answer-total divestiture. Any
answer other than his one would have the
effect of supporting one of the most.immoral,
brutal, and repressive, regimes in modern
history. Not to divest completely would be
committingthe -worst sort of evasion of moral
responsibility toward those humanisticvalues
which form the credo of a liberal arts college.
I think, moreover, that the time to act is now;
we should express, solidarity with the many
blacks in South Africa who are growing, in
President Cotter's words, "increasingly
impatient for significant change.!' We must,
in our own small way, demonstrate our moral
support for their struggle.
)
Problem j
. .The problerii is the South African government and its racist policy of apartheid; the
many dimensions of- the problem have beeri
well documented. Racial ; discrimination is
legal in South Africa : blacks, "coloureds"
and Asians cannot live wherever they wish;
theycarinPt participate in politics; they; but'
not'whites, must pay for their education; anImmorality Act ..yj;prevents free; ;sexual;
whites;
relations j betweraiJ;blacks and
is denied
to
representatiori; in*j ^liament
blacks; therey isypHe doctor for every 400.
whites, oneTor every 44,000blacks; in l974-75f
$190 million was spent on the education of j
black children in a black population Of bverjiB ;
million, and $750 million for white childreri hi
a population of 31/. million; figures provided
by the United Nations for 1970 show that.mf ant
mortality among African children is 25 tiriies
that of white children ; there are other - stats'
no less telling, not to mention; depressing.
Meanwhile, between 1970 and 1975; ,j_J.S. investment in South Africa climbed from $778
million to $1.57 billion : South Africa provides
a "favorable climate for investment."
How then does Colby fit into this most immoral of situations?
In his recent lecture at Colby, Walter
Carringtoh, President Cotter's temporary
successor at the African-American Institute,
clearly spelled out the way that institutions
like Colby (inj directly support the racist South
African government and its policy of apartheid. American , corporations like General
Motors, Dow Chemical, Citicorp, General
Electric, Phillip Morris,.and Exxon-with the
exception of G.M., Colby holds more than a
quarter million dollars of shares in each, as
much as half a million in the case of Exxonpay corporate taxes to the South African
government. About 20 percent of the national
budget is spent on the military. This same
government, in President Cotter's words,
"has now (1978) embarked upon its' most
ambitious program to annhilate all organized
opposition." By receiving dividends from
these corporations,; which pay taxes to the
South African government which in turn uses
this money to suppress liberat ion groups,
Colby too : contributes the annihilation of.
liberation movements fn Azarila (the
preferred name for South Africa). Our investments h elp th e South Af r ican government
to buy the weaponry that killed 69 unarmed
women , men and children at Sharpeville in
1961 and 649 officially listed as shot dead by
police at Soweto in 1976. The dividendis Colby
receives from these corporations^
therefore.
¦ •¦"¦• ' ¦!*J"
. .."
is bI(*odmoney.'-Vj; , .: ,;
.
Our investments in these American corporations assist the, racist South 'African
regime in other ways as well. General Motors,
for example, the leading American investor in
South Africa; is now training an all-white
commando;unit to protect its.facilities; Even
worse, say s James Mittleman of the Institute
of African Studies .at Columbia University,
G;M, "has agreed to honor South Africa 's
security regulations which empower the

by Roger Bowen, Dept. of Government
Government to take over strategic industries
in the event of an emergency." Moreover, if
an "emergency " comes aboutj enabling
legislation makes-all foreign companiesliable
to a government takeover. Thus, in the end, it
matters little -whether Colby-related
American corporations are as obliging as
G.M. in turning' over their facilities to the
racist regime. Indeed , some, such as General
Electric-we hold some of , their stock as welhhave already given themselves oyer to
assisting the South African government in
building nuclear power plants and military
communications systems. We. invest in
corporations which invest in a system of
racial oppression. As Bishop Desmond Tuto
put it, ; ''Foreign investors must not kid
themselves. Their investments maintain the
apartheid system." (By saying this, the
Bishop is liable to prosecution under the
Terrorism Act.) We must not kid ourselves
either; pur investment makes theirs possible.
. The kind of indirect supportof apartheid7as
in the case of those corporations paying taxes,
and the potential sUprxirt, in the caseJof a
government-declared "eriiergency prompting
seizure Of those corporations, are today less
pernicious than the quiet, " uridramatic,
ongoing support those American ; corporations give to the system of labour ex-

inferiorpeople m their own country.
Steve jBiko, leader, of the Black Consciousness Movement until murdered by the
police in 1977; said of the repressive labour
system: "It is a very degrading system
(speaking of job-related physicals), you are
made in some instances to stand naked iri
front of some doctors, supposed to be running
• puss off you, because you may be bringing,
syphillis to the town. Now it is inhuman tho
way it is done...I am being treated as Jan.
animal." The labour systehi-which those
|American corporations exploit-Biko argues,
is' Only part of the seamless web of ex-;
ploitation in South Africa: "We are aware
that the blacks are still colonized..: Their
cheap labour has helped to make South Africa
what it is today. Our money from the townships takes a one-way journey to white shops
and white banks, and all .we do in our lives is
pay the white man¦ either with labour or in
' coin.'' . - '

. • ¦- j- - . ' . -

A

'

.
Whether it is* a G.E. lightbulb purchased by
a black, or a meager salary from ^bis G.E.
employer, Colby reaps some of the benefits,
some of the profits from both forms of exploitation. And let us not forget that in this
trans-Atlantic flow of capital from the . ex-,
ploited black to the Colby endowment, the
racist regime of South Africa is mediating by

Professor Roger Bowen of the Government Department ;
p hoto by Frank Howell
ploitation in South Africa. It is, after all, the using its repressive apparatus to maintain the
system of labour exploitation and investments status quo of exploitation.: President Cotter
security offered by the racist system that stated this better when he wrote: ''The
rests
attracted 'American corporations initially. maintenence of the status quo ultimately
the
Cheap black labour in South Africa is, in on violence-tlie monopoly of violence* by
President; Cotter 's words, the "wellsprirjg of state agains.t , blacks.,,exercised fr'6in"sEar" y ' ;j ij; y
profitability" for American and foreign in- peville to Soweto.',' j ¦ •
vestors. The average annual income for a Policy Option
J,
; ^ a \ -A ^ . ' , - ¦. -¦ '
black iri South Africa is about $250; for whites . .Colby has several obvious options, First,
tlie figure is $4,200..Moreover, the gap bet- mainta in th e status quo, i.e., cont inue th e
ween white and black Industrial workers has "debate " in the hope that it will eventually
grown from $259 per month In 1969 to $403 per disappear, either because the South African
month in 1975. During that same period system wiU ''reform itself';' (unlikely as that
American investment in S.A, more . th an seerrisj or b ecause, as w ith many Issues
discussed by a student population that is
doubled.
j
! This fact seriously calls into question the coristantlyj changing, the issue will siiriply.be
wishful liberal premise which argues that dropped in favour, of ,say, improved caf eter ia
economic growth and foreign investment will facilities on campus, But if Colby ' elects; to
steadily serve to imprpve^t-ie lot of;the blacks support the status quo, I.would argue; it must
•relative to the whites.-But even if;ther_iwere alsodo so openly and acknowledge that we are
advances hr theJincorne of; block industrial willing to suppOrt-raciol pxploltatibri in South
workers;(still, only numbering between fifty Africa' as a¦ price we must pay for, a secure
to seventy-five thousand ; -people),> Jit is portfolio;; ''¦. why then ,' .however,; should we.
questiorianlO/Whether. this would be;adequote Hesitate to invest as*wcU in brothelsJarid-or
compensatibri , for - the destruction of the drugs since;thoy ;,tob offer a good : rate of
black family life: through"' the„n inl qu itous return , and in today's Arnerica . aro¦¦¦almost as
migratpry labour system" (Bishop Tutu) ; the reliable as investmentabroad; '. ; ¦:¦> ,•¦ i j ' :;-./;
forced |sepam|lo*ni of working husbands; f rom !''^I Se1
_on(ily:iii^ we :¦• mayy'ehdorse'-I ^what^has
their fapillies for a year at aJtime; the: pass euphemistically;
been ' tewhedj? "aggressive
laws which restrict the iriiovehient of black shareholderjocUvlty^VJie.,,
pressuring corlabourers;Jarid; Indeed, :the . entire' system porotlbns- by J lobbying ;' and ;by Noting r our
which constantly reminds them that thoy are ^ shares for such measures that might Improve

the long-run interests of South African blacks.
A variant of this approach is selective
divestment or phased conditional divestment;
here we .would divest our shares only if we
could be certain that a particular cqr- i]*
poration was violently abusing human rights
in South Africa, mniieri we might first choose
to "warn" them (aggressively, of course) *'of - _
our intention to divest unless they "clean up,
their act." This policy, of course, has the
inherent appeal of allowing us to have our
moral senses protected as well as our profits.
But, we must wonder a) whether the company
thus "threatened" by our "agressive" stance
will reveal the full truth ' about their
operations vis-a-vis their black employees; at
present we have no - way to riionitor their
willingness to comply, causing me to worry
that whenever we are in doubt, we might not
look first to our pocketbooks-and then later,
rhuch later, to our moral consciences ; and b)
whether those companies who luckily escape
our righteous :wrath will not simply try to <£*"$
satisfy us with reform .of petty 'apartheid
measures while, continuing to tacitly
recognize the legitimacy of the South African government by honoring their tax committments. In short, if we decide to suppdrt this policy option,\we should only do so after
acknowledging the truth that "half-moral"
behavior is still immoral behavior.
Finally, we can adopt the policy prescribed
at the outset of this polemic-total divestment
of all of our:''South African holding." The
problem-with :this policy, I am certain many
wUl argue,; is that we gain moral advantage'
and ; self-respect (no small gain) only at the
price of losing wbatever little "leverage"vwe
might have : had by. working within the
system of the corporate world. Perhaps, but
that argument mistakenly assumes that we >)
once had , do now have, or could have any
influence over corporate policy by voting our
shares, etc. That position also betrays a
certain American liberal bias about refor- ming corrupt, power-hungry," exploitative
governments. Again, a Cotter-Ferguson
argument is relevant, or at least a Bowen: variant of J their a_gumerit, narnely the
j"American myth" about finding solutions to
extreme problems without employing ,extreirie measures;; The' "purpose of total
divestmerit jisijiibt, to pressure the South
African gbyernmerit or American corporations there into reforming themselves,
but instead; is intended to communicate to
Azaniari blacks pur moral support' fon their
fight for freedom in the hope thakthey will
take armed action against the racist regime, f)
and to." communicate to our goverrnent in
Washington,that we would support extreme
ineasurps thatcould betaken to overthrow the
S.A. government.
J. :;_n ;*.;6rdier;- for: til_ :extreme measure of total'
divestment ' to have a chance of being successful, I recommend the following steps be.
taken:j1) publicly announce) that we are
following the precedent set by such schools as j
Vassar, Yale, Michigan State, Cornell, ithe
University of Michigan, etc., in choosjng^to
divest , our holdings in these American corporations ; 2) use some of our "blood nioney"
and make this . public announcement in such
chronicles# of lower education; the The New
York Times, Tlie Boston Globciy andl The; :
Washington Post; 3) try to convince other
New England Colleges to, join us In thl_ action"; 4)follow up this move by making efforts ".' ¦
to assault the S.A. regime by a letter-writing
campaign (beginning with pur alumni) \tp W
power figures in the UiS. who can cbrnpel
American corporate withdrawal fronj South
Africa. Funding of black liberation groups in
South Africa niightalso be considered ,:
Such action would • beya good first step < ..
toward underwriting the values of a liberal
arts college, We are , after all Is said and Ay
;done; i something more than I a ''knowledge - '?
shop,'' It^^ is. difficult to ieacTilFeyaHesbT frce;' ;:),
P
jthought^ free"speech, and critical lnqulifefafJ' P;
Gbjby; If we assist In denying the realizationP - *,
^bf'those; same; values?
^
,:Sputh African |Mople^j ,Jv;;y^jy;j:j

Foothbte: Thank you to those who prbvided:- ,
me, ;yyith j many ot, ^y ^mB^^AiacW:^
presented-^obovb; ; ;among; ytheiti President <l|(
Cotter; : Steve-Bikd^ Dormld Wob^
Adam/ James;Mittellmah^ and j tto
' update j .j ;j .j ;.j jj ;jj /,:, ,;, ' yt-,- ;i:;. a . . ^P a Pa a 'a-^ .
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